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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

CAA Promises Action On
Municipal Airport Here

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, November 28, 1946

Studies Logistics

Hurt Says People'
Interested In
WARY
Aviation
The City of Murray has been
notified by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration that its application
for Federal aid in the construction of a municipal airport has
been set for action. The construction of such an airport will climax the efforts of a group of
Murray citizens to provide Murray people with an installation
equal to that of any possessed by
a town of similar size.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce believes that its efforts will
be rewarded in the near future.
Max' Hurt, executive secretary of
the Murray C. of C., working with
an airport committee composed of
John Ryan, H. T. Waldrop and
Harry J. Fenton. started negotiations with CAA several months
ago.
$44.000 Development
Harry A. Gerard, district airport
engineer with CAA. has advised
that a detailed
investigation of
Murray's application will be made
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classified as a "Number Two" facility and will accommodate multi-motored planes. All necessary
facilities for a modern landing
field will be constructed. The proposed budget for airport development includes a cost of approximately $44,000.
Under
present
law, the
Federal Government
would put up approximately $19
for every $24 furnished by the
local sponsors.
Options have been taken on
proactive sites and final selection
will be
determaned by
advice
from CAA.
"The operation of a municipal
airport will aid in furthering the
interest in this community already
evidenced sines' the founding of
Kentucky
Lake .Flying
Service
here," said Hint'
Location Good.
Hurt pointed out that Murray's
geographical location is such that
It would ultimately be on a commercial line
Kentucky lake
destined to become a sportsman's
paradise, will create a demand for
modern air transportation to the
Murray area. Officials of industry
located in Murray also welcome
the airport program as a means of
bringing to Calloway County a
means of swift and efficient transportation to any part of the country.
Hurt and the airport committee
were in Louisville two weeks ago
for. a conference with CAA district engineers
CAA engineers
haae already completed preliminary surveys of proposed sites near
Murray.

Thanksgiving Day
Clash May Develop
Into Passing Duel

mint
Western's
vaunted pass
attack
Most o fthe Hilltoppers scoring
this season has been dune through
the air.
The Etreds also worked on a defense to stop the wing T and short
punt formations used by Western.
Ilareechieri Out
Vito Brucchiera 230-pound Murray tackle who received a serious
facial injury in the Tech game. is
definitely out of the Turkey Day
clash, and Tommy Walker. Murray's leading scorer, may not play
due to a dislocated knee suffered
also in the Tech game.
If Walker is out of the Western game, his tailback spot will
be filled by Neal Hobart. The
Henderson tailback has been ailing
nearly all season but Is expected
to be in good shape Thanksgiving.
Winfred Dill will be at his usual
wingback post, Hal Manson at
fullback, and Belt/ McClure at
quarterback to round out the Bred
backfield.
In an effort to hold the Murray injuries to a minimum. Coach
Moore held no scrimmages at all
this week.

Weekly Report of I
Police Court
The following persons appeared
before City Judge Hub Murrell
this week and were fined as follows:
Wilburn Walls, Breach of the
peace. $865
Eddie Riley. speeding. $5
Niro' drorlks fined $1365 each.

Murray, Henry Clay Play
In Lexingt7 Bowl Tilt
Scoring Spree\
Expected By
Fans

bon, will final Murray as the first
Western Kentucky squad to get
a bid to the event. Henry Clay
will be making its second appearance at the bowl The Henry Clay
team . was called back into practice two weeks ago uptin acceptThe Murray High School TIgAs,
ance of the bid and is reported to
pace setters in the Western Kenbe in top shape for the battle.
tucky Conference, left by bus yesHenry Clay has won seven games
terday
morning to keep their
this year.
Thanksgiving day .date with the
Murray got the nod over Corbin,
Blue Devils of Henry Clay High
a Cumberland Valley Conference
School. Lexingtora
team. 1E21 week and moved the
- The game is stated fbr 2:00 p.m.
Paris game ahead one week in ortomorrow at Stoll Field in Lexingder to make the trip possible.
ton.
All indications point to a high
Both Murray High and Henry scoring spree
when the two agClay have lost one game this sea- gregation
s meet tomorrow. MurParis,
son.
._TeP1), . Irnockcil. .the. .ray's. two, creek passers. 'Bitty -Pura
Tigers front' the unbeaten last
gerson and Jackie Miller. have
week end Holmes High of Covina- steadily
improved the Tiger aerial
ton outscored the Blue Devils, 12-6
attack and „big Lee Ross Melagin
earlier in the season,
has battered some of the strtingEst
The annual bowl tilt, sponsored lines in this section
of the. state.
by the Oleika Shrine of Lexing(Continued on Page Two)
,

Has Birthday

High Tobacco Advances, Heavy Crop,
Efficient Floors Indicate Good Market

Rev. B. B. Sawyer To
Deliver Message On
Training Union

OF ANNUAL
WESTERN GAME j

A battered and bruised group of
Murray
Thqroughbrecis
went
through light workouts this week
in prepping for the annual clash
with their arch rivals, the Western
Hilltoppers,
State
at
Bowling
Green. on Thanksgiving Day, November 28.
Moore Gloomy
Coach Jim Moore , was none too
happy over the condition of the
Breds after the Tennessee Tech
game last Friday and stated, "I'm
of the opinion that the TPI game
will cost us the Western game."
The Murray mentor also added
that the Thoroughbreds had polished up their pass defense which
„showed a lot of improvement in
the TN game but still needed a

DECEMBER MEET
OF BLOOD RIVER
BAPTISTS SET

Capt. Palmer B. Corn
WRIGHT
FIELD, Nov.
TCaptain Palmer B. Corn of Murray. Ky., is now studying a course
in logistics at the Army Air Forces
Institute of Technology at Wright
Field, Dayton, Ohio, Headquarters of Air Materiel Command.
The purpose of the Institute is
to 'provide properly trained young
ofifcers in the fields of logistics
and engineering in a way to assure effective research, development, and procurement for the
Army Air Forces.
Captain Corn is a graduate of
Murray State Teachers College,
elaas_ of 19, end during the.3geg
worked with the Training Command.
Before entering the AAF Institute of Technology, Captain Corn
was with the Air Communications
Service at Langley Field, Virginia.
He is a brother of Herschell
Corn. Murray, and son of Mrs.
Rhoda Corn of Avoca. Ind. He
volunteered in 1941 and received
his commission at Kirtland Field,
N. M. He has been an instructor
at Carlsbad Field, N. M., Selman
Field, Monroe. La., Albuquerque
N M., and oBca Raton Army Air
Field. Boca Raton, Fla

Services Held For
Mrs. Alpha Williams

An Associational Wide Training
Union mass meeting for all the
Baptist churches in Blood River
Association, will be conducted December 6 at 7:30 pm. at the Mur•
ray First Baptist Church, according to Rev. Leon
Winchestes,
Training
Union
superintendent.,
for the Association.
The parpose of this meeting, according to Rev. Wincester ,is to
complete the Associational organization and make plans for the
1947 goal of a Training Union in
Rev. J. W. HOLSAPPLE
each Baptist Church.
The keynote message for the -An article in a recent issue of
meeting will be delivered by Rev. a Temple, Texas, newspaper gave
B. B. Sawyer, pastor of the First an account of the celebration of
Baptist Church, Murray. His sub- Rev. J. W. Holsapple's 92nd birthject is "Our Training Union Chal- day.
Rev..Helsapple is a former resilenge in 1047."
dent of Murray 'mid was pastor of
the Murray First Christian Church
for several years.
He is well
known throughout this section of
Funeral services for John Frank the state as well as in Tennessee.
Brook, 77. whaa died Friday, No- Rev. Holsapple helped establish
several newspapers in this area
vember 22.
his home at Farmington. Route 1, were held Satur- and was a well known writer. He
helped transport freight and other
day _at-liaiitet,-- asag-.
Materials frani-fgi landings on the
Pogue officiated.
He was a member of the Bells Tennessee river - to this area before
the
first
railroads were conCity Church of Christ.
Besides his wife, Mrs. Adabell structed in Murray.
Rev.
Holsapple
has
Brook. he is survived by two
written
daughters, Mrs. Mertie Chapman, many articles of historical interest
Chicago.
III., and _ Mrs. Roble for the Ledger and Times. The
pastor and
Cook, Mayfield; three sons. Carl- Well known
poet's
ton Brook and Joe Brook of Hazel "Texas Letter" has been an interPark. Mich., and Lawrence Brook., esting column in this paper for
Farmington: and 12 grandchildren. many years.
Pallbeareis were Jessie West, - The birthday celebration was
Lowell Lamb. Otto Lamb, Frank held at his home in Temple o
Canter, Chester Canter and James Thursday, November 21.
West
Among the friends who cakiled
Burial was in Lipville cemetery. were members
of the Lavina 'Par-

John Frank Brook /
Services Are Held v

Vol. XVI; No. 48

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

Funeral services weV
e eld last
Friday afternoon for
rs. Alpha

Safes Will Start
On December
Third

THORNTON JURY
RETURNS VERDICT
OF MANSLAUGHTER

Williams, 42, who was killed on
The first sale of air-cured (one
Thursday; November 21, by a fallsucker) tobacco for the current
ing tree. The accident occurred
season will be held on the Murray market on Tuesday, Decemnear her home at Dexter.
ber 3, it was annoynced this week.
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, Rev.
Murray tobacconists have also anEurie
Mathis and Rev. Bryan
nounced that all buyers of this
Bishop conducted the services at
type have indicated that they will
A
the Brooks Chapel' M. E Church,
Calloway Couht
Circuit
Mrs. Williams was a member of Court jury returned /verdict of be on hand for the opening day
sales.
voluntary manslau
that church.
Tuesday
The advance schedule released
night
in
the
trial
of
Dillon
ThornShe is survived by her husband,
The jury/'fix
ed
fixeclatho
rnton's by the Western Dark Fired AssocVictor Williams, Dexter, her fath- ton.
at/two years in the iation indicates that growers of
er,•Arline Jones, and mother, Mrs. sep
types 35 and 23 will receive up to
Harriet Jones, of Dexter; three Penitentiary./
$5 per hundred for a current marThornto
daughters. Mrs. Opal E. Culver,
42-year-old employee
ket season. The average increase
Murray, Mrs. Hilda May Dick, and of Mury
State College,, was
over last year will be nearly three
Mrs. Agness bell Williams. both charg ' by the
commonwealth
dollars.
of Murray; three sons, Rudy Rich- with the wilful murder of Edd
Five local floors are open to
ard Williams, Roy Daymon Will- H9lland, 38, on August 18, 1945, in
iams and James Melvin Williams, etc altercation on the third floor receive tobacco ,it has been an--.
all of Dexter; three sisters, M. of the girls' dormitory at the col- nounced. The Murray floors are
Nellie May Ramsey. Mrs. Venige lege.
Both men were employed Farris Loose Leaf Floor, Doran
by the college at the time of Hol- Loose Leaf Floor, Growers Loose
Travis and Mrs. Mary Opal
Leaf Floor, Planters Loose Leaf
all of Dexter; five brothers, land's death.
'Floor and Outland's Loose Leaf
William Arlie Jones, US,'Army.
Thornton pleaded self 'defense
Floor. Tobacco is now being reManila, Rural Jones and' Cantrell and said that he and Holland
had ceived by
these floors:
.
Jones,. _Murray, anat....T./I?. Joao&
whieh--11.ru
-Fr-arr
tc7bacco officials
and Wess Jones, NO of Dexter. w'as being used by
hadthe Naval Unit
tentatively set the opening- of the
Pallbearers were 'Howard Cul- stationed at the college at that
air cured market for the latter
ver, Harold Culver. Hughes Cul- time.
part of November and the first
ver, R. W. Comfier, Elvis Lee Dick
Thornton also testified that Hol- dark-fired sales
at sometime in
and Ewen Rautisey.
land struck at him with a soft the middle of
December.
drink
Burial avol Friday in Gordon
bottle and that he struck
This year's
dark-fired market
back at Holland with another bot- will be open approxima
cemetery/
tely 15
tle.
Holland died shortly after- days earlier than it was
for the
ward
a
in
Murray
hospital.
Atseason last
ter Tolley chapter, UDC.for whom
year.. That market
tendants
said
he
had
suffered two opened on January 2.
Rev. Holsapple `was formerly
Some farmers report a heavier
plain, and members of the First or three wounds on the back of
the head. Thornton said he could crop than last year and
hristian
church, which
generally
Rev. not
recall how many times he equal quality with last year's
Holsapple pastored for 10 years
crop.
struck Holland. There were no
Dr. and Mrs. C K. Holsapple
Murray tobacconists have stated
of witnesses
to
the
fight.
that all Murray markets are fully
Fort Worth were present for his
Thornton testified that he re- insured aro. that the larger
father's celebration.
floor
ported the fight soon after it took space available
this year will enplace and Marvin Wrather, acting able them to provide an
efficient
president of the college at that handling of tObaceo. Loans
aae
time. and
former
sheriff Carl available on all delivered t..bacKingins verified that part of his CO.
testimony.
The advance price schedule Is
The trial got underway after. 125 found on Page 2.
prospective jurors had been examined before a complete panel W. R. PERRY RESIGNS
POST
was accepted.
WITH LIVIVOCK ASSN.

Punishment Set At
Two Years In Death
Of College Worker
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Oklahoma A and M College Dedicates Dispensary
To Memory'Of Ben Brumley, Murray War Veteran

The
Ben Brumley
Memorial
Dispensary. located in the Feterans Village on the campus of Oklahama A and M - College. Stillwater, Okla., was dedicated in an
impressive ceremony on Thursday, September 20. 'The building
was dedicated to the memory of
Ben Brumley. graduate of Murray
High School. who died last July
while a resident of the village.
Brumley was working on a degree in agriculture at the time of
his death.
Dr. Henry G. Bennett, president
of the college, said during the
ceremony, "I'm happy as the president of this college to dedicate
the Ben BrumleY Memorial dispensary to be used as long as the
Village lasts for human betterment. as a living testimonial for
the respect and regard we had for
our departed friend."
Scholarship For Son
BEN BRUMLEY
Dr. Bennett added, "And at the
same Dine it is my Ihonor to an- homa A anti M. he was assistant
nounce that our board of asgenta manager of the Veterana Village
ham voted a foui-year. scholarship and a safety commissioner. The
for the young son of Brumley."
village, sip a population of apBrumley, son Of Mr. and Mrs. proximately 3.000 when completed.
Ben A. Brumley, Sr. Foultee, is one of the largest and most efMiss., volunteered from this coun- ficient in the country.
ty for the Navy on Aegust 20, Governor Speaks
1942.
He went overseas in DeJahads E. Berry, acting governor
cember, 1942.
After a tour'. of of Oklahoma, said at the-- cerenearly two years he returned and mony, "you Village residents
have
was sent out again in October, organized a civic government
and
1944. He was discharged in No- the fame of this act has
spread
vember 1945
Brumley saw ac- throughout the state of Oklation in Alaska. the Aleutians, New homa."
Guinea and I.uzon. Attached to
Also speaking on the dedication
the Seabees, he held the rating program were Kenneth Gatlagher
,
of MM29.
president of the Stillwater Senior
Brunaiey graduated from Mur- Chamber of Commerce, and
L. E.
ray High School in 1940 and 'Was McConkey, mayor of Stillwater
.
married to Miss Bonnie Ezell of
Following the dedication, taps
Hopkinsville in 1941. Mrs. Brum- were blown and the "Song
of the
ley is a graduate of Murray State Seabees" was played by
the colCollege. Their son. Ben Allen lege band.
,
BaliFn1ey7Ttr,3%.' 'Melt' 2 1-2
The Village coUncil has 'anmonth old daughter Dew Anna nounced
that recordings
were
was born after Brumley's death. made of the ceremony
and that
Brumley was returned to Mur- these records will be
sent to Mrs
ray for funeral services and burial Brumley. The
notification of the
was in the Murray cemetery.
scholarship award is also to be
While a member of Ole Okla- mailed to Mrs.
Brumley.

Mrs. laturntey moved away from
the ViIiage shortly after the death
of hot husband and now lives at
711,-Main street. Murray.

SHOW CATTLE SELL WELL
A report on the Louisville 25th
annual fat cattle show and sale
says 2,104 head brought an average of $27.65 a hundred.
This
included 1.948 head in the show
which averaged $28 28, and 156
cattle not shown, which averaged
$17.51 a hundred.

11:ast
Held
For Rosa
RitesLee Hur
Funeral services were held Sunday for Rosa Lee Hurt, 75, at the
Goshen Church with Rev. Loyd
Wilson officiating. Mrs Hurt was
a memlatr of the Hazel Methodist
Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Lock Hargrove,'Alma,
Mrs. Terry Cochran, Detroit, Mich.,
and Mrs. Lowell Jones. Kirksey;
four sons, Coleman Hurt, Loyd
Hurt and William Hurt, all of
Hazel, and Gaylon Hurt. Detroit,
Mich.; and seven grandchildren
and two great grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Buford Hurt,
Max Hurt. Tom Hurt, Hal Hurt,
A G. harshen and Ray Hurt.
Dr. Henry G. Bennett. president
Burial was in the Kitksey cemeof Oklahoma A. and M.. delivering
tery.
speech of dedication. Seated behind and to the left is James E.
Berry, Acting Governor of Oklahoma, oho also spoke at the dedication program.

Junior Jersey Club Plans

Chain of Purebred Cattle
S.

Eight Heifers
Donated For
Program

---- -Formation
of
the
Calloway
County Junior Jersey Cattle Club.
an organization composed of the
Future Farmer of America Chapters, 4-H Clubs, the five county
high schools and donors was announced this week by A. Carman.
head of the agriculture department at Murray State College.
The Jersey •Club will. on Saturdaylirovember 3(1, put into action
a plan of development of purebred
cattle which is felt will provide a
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Sledd, girl.
November 26.
subalantial, increase in purebred
cattle for Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Hansford. Murray.
Route 2, girl, November 24.
The air in Washington was full Stara Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. George Ray Lyles, of reports yesterday morning
of
On Saturday. eight purebred jerBenton. boy, November 23.
private efforts to get negotiations sey heifers will be put
into the
Mr. arid
Mrs. David
Bennett, rolling between Lewis and the coal
,hands 'of young county._ farmers.
Murray, boy, November 23.
mine operators
Lewis was slated The first heifer, produced by each
Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey
Clay to go to trial before Federal Dis- of theae
Will be returned to the
Muara.V.a. box.. -.November -triet-Jodire-!P.-A. Ovirtsborntrgb frit'
firlae-Elven back to an
-Oler
23.
contetnpt of court on Wednesday. 4-H member or Future
Farmer of
Mr. and Mrs.-Jimmy Jones. boy,
Meanwhile, the coal
shortage America. By this system the exNovember 23.
was hitting everything in the na- change of heifers will
be perpatuMr and Mrs. W C Alton, Mur- tion from railroads
to schools. ated and will steadily increase in
ray, boy, November 26.
Schools and Colleges were report- numbers.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Regan. Jr., ed closed in Colorada.
Utah. Wasp.
One heifer will go to a FFA
Murray, girl, November 26.
(Continued on Page Two)
student at each of the five county

Coal Crisis Hits
As Lewis Faces
Contempt Charges
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W. R. Perry. field secretary of
the Western ai,Centucky Purebred
Livestock
Association, has formerly resigned the position effective November 30. 1946.
Perry
Witt accept a position as warehouse. manager of the Calloway
County Soil Irnpr,,vernent Association.

ril 5S I ti4

- -

high school's. The other three will
be distributed by S. V. Foy, county agent,'to three 4-H Club members
Donors:.
Each ok the fou? large jersey
aigrds in
e County have donated
a jersey o the project.
These
are Dr. R M. Mason. G. B. Scott,
Hugh tnAJes and the Murray
State College Varm. 'The Murray
Chamber
of Comanerce.
Ryan
Milk Company and the Bank of
Murray have also donated a heifer
each. The remaining heifer is donated lay the Murray Liveatock
Company, the Calloway County
Farm Bureau and the Calloway
County Soil Improvement Association.
The heifers have been bought
from W. P. Burnet of Ful an
County. •They are valued at front
$150 to $200 apiece and average
in age from five to 18 months.
Committee Advises
Still in the formative stage, the
jersey siala.....la—'0.:95k111...-Ultalea._
advisory committee of two vocational agriculture teachers, two
members of the county agent's office and two of the donors.
Carman says that the club hopes
to repeat the cycle next year and
possibly add more heifers to the
plan.
a

an.

"a---aa--•
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ASSOCIATION ADVANCE TO GROWERS, 1946 CROP
FLRE-CURED TOBACCO
TYPE 23

ELEVEN MURRAYSTUDENTS
GE DRAMA
CAST IN CO

Green Weight] Grade
Grade
Green Weight
Green Weight
stu- lish' playrigist aid was first preApproximately II
Length
Length
Grade Lengths
drade Lengths
of
title
"Gasthe
sented
under
the
on
ea
'
d
for
slated
. dents are
44
46 & 45
44
44 & 45
22.00 X1D
T3F
production staff of 'A gel Street light" on December 5, 1938 at the
21.00 X2D
and
T4F
which will be presented Decem- Richmond Theatre. London.
25.00 T5F
$39.00 $36.00 B3G 28.00
of its AlF
20.00, X3D
ber 5. 6 in the auditorium of Mur- Muiray's first presentation
21.00
33.00 114G 24.00
36.00
marks the eighth anniversary of A2F
X4D
ray State College.
18.00
20.00
30.00 135G
33.00
"Angel Street- is the first pro- this •mystery play to end all mys- A3F
00X5D
.
22
T3D
duction of Sock and Buskin. dra- tery plays'.
21.00
32.00 T4D
34.00
37.00 CIL
40.00
asimacs:club. this year and promSock and Buskin has gone all AID
20.00 X3M
29.00 TSD
31.00
34.00 C2L
ises to be one of the hits of the out to gave the Murray audience A2D
37.00
X4M
year. ,
24.00
26.00
31.00 C3L
34.00
a production staff that promises A3D
Students from Murray taking an efficient, well presented show.
22.00 T3M
24.00
C4L
20.00 X5M
part in the producuon of the shoes 'the stall includes Joseph W. Coh19.00 T4M
21.00
33.00 CSL
36.00
are. Robert Fulton. Jackie Robert- ron as director. Betty Henson as- BIF
18.00 I X3G
T5M
30.00
33.00
son. Betty Jean Caraway. Anne sistant director; Lucile Norman. 82F
X4C
32.00
28.00 CIF
34.00
Lowry. .Hatel Hood. Janice Craw- prompter: Bill Morgan. stage man- B3F
31.00
Avurell Farmer. Naomi ager. and Barkley Jones as as- B4F
ford.
29.00 T3G
31.00
24.00 C2F
26.00
00 X5G
2109.00
Whit:len. Ann Littleton. Charlene sistant stage manager.
24.00 T4G
26.00
19.00 C3F
22.00
B5F
Orr and Betty Henson of Vets
George Cash is chief electrician
22.00 T5G
24.00
C4F
17.00 N IL
Village
with a crew that include James
19.00
21.00
C5F
N1R
26.00
, Angel Street a tale of London's Johnson. Ann. Littleton. Charlene B3FV 29.00
23.00 NIG
..gaslit era creates suspense not by Orr; Bill Ragland. Naomi •Whit- B4FV 24.00
22.00
X1L
22.00 X2L
keeping the audience guessing nell End Avonell Farmer.
18.00 C3FV 24.00
21.00
B5FV 20.00
what is to happen next but by cre20.00 X3L
C4FV 22.00
The costume department is head20.00
incidences that ed by Mary Ruth Goode as wardtwofold
ating
17.00 X4L
19.00
36.00 CSFV 19.00
39.00
. makes them reallr doubt what robe manager and Pat Riddick. BID
17.00
X5L
in.
cast
32.00
The
35.00
B2D
y really know.
Wynell • Hopkins. Eva Hill. and
28.00
30.00
C2D
Don Davis, East Liver- Eris Lishtenberger as, assistants.
29.00 !
32.00
B3D
23.00 X1 F
:4 Mr. • Ma nr.ing ha m.
24.00 C3D 25.00
Stage decor is under the direc- B4D
23.00
27.00
21.00
23.00
C4D
a seemingly patient husband who tion of Irene Oberheu. Faye Ed- B5D
21.00
22.00
20.00
X2F
18.00 X3F
is slowly torturir.g his young weft. wards and Patsy Roberts.
CSD 20.00
2000.
played by Robbye Riley. Paris.
Levonne
Betty Crimes a n d
19.00
X4F
28.00
25.00 C3Mi.. 24.00
Tenn.. in order to drive her in- Senith head the porperty depart- B3M
22.00 X5F
17.00
sane. Scotland Yard plays an im- men:. •
21.00 C4M 22.00
B4M 24.00
20.00
portant part in the case with Jam
Furnishirw are under the direc- B5M
18.00 C5M 19.00
20.00
17.00
Petersen of Maltimore. Md. .4 In- tion of Hazel Hood. sound effects
19.00
X3FV
pretty
spector Rough. Nancs. a
Betty Jean Caraway arid Anne
18.00
X4FV,
20.00
22.00
C3G
but slightly
forward Cockney Lowry: the business manager is
16.00
19.00 X5FV
C4t 20.00
maid furnishes the comedS'ssin this Bill' Wilson and assisfar.t Clarence
17.00
CSG 19.00
spine tingling melodrama. Each Walker: %seise managers are: Robof this pert. Young er.md's "come ert Fulton. Barbara Nowell. phoancii, -Ws wt-t or "K" grades accepted.
hither" looks- _protrayed by Bob- tographer is Joe Crupie. programs
bye . Berry. ;Henderson. promises Jackie Robertson:, ushers are Eveto have the audience roaring with lyn Ray. Betty Thompson. Jure
laughfen The part of the house- Snyder. Ellen Pearce. public/Tr-keeper_ ElizatVIS is played try manager Robert Shanklin and asJune Nichols from Paris. 'Tenn.
sistant Jimmy Ellegood
Minor rtIlts are played by RobBill Flowers. Linda Faust. EuGreen Weight
Green Weight
ert Shanklin arid James Stever.s. leer Rainage Doorthy Thompson. Grade Length.
Green' 11111. ! Grade
Grade
Length
Grade Lengths
Length
This Victorian thriller was writ- Lots Sutton. Robert Deason. and
44
4&45
44
44 & 45
ten by Patrick Hamilton: an Eng- Margorie Reisinger make up the

Murray Swamps
'Camp Campbell
- ----Green Weight 86-18 In Opener
23.00
21.00
19.00
18.00
15.00
18.00
17.00
14.00
18.00
16.00
13.00
11.00
11.00
11.00

REDBIRDS DOWN
IS COLTS 50-26

The Murray State 1948 cage
squad opened its season here 'Miesday night in aoblaze of scoring by
swamping a wondering quintet
from Camp Campbell 86-18. John
Oldham. set shot artist, ftd the
spree with 16 point,.
The Miller coached squad took
complete command of the game in
the opening minutes and completely outclassed the visitors in
every
detiartment
point
man for the soldiers was Bush
with eight points. Coach Miller
used 13 Breds in the tilt and only
ove Racer failed to collect points.
Murray led by 43-8 at the half
and the visiting G. l's
never
threatened.
The Thoroughbreds presented a
well balanced offense and an airtight defense which was actually
never put to a test.
The Racers play Arkansas State
here on December 3.
Murray 84
Campbell 18
Oldham 16
F
Strother 2
Phillips 11
F
Stone
Snow 8
C
Cochran
Reagan 2
G
Clark
Pearce 13
G
Nelson
Murray Subs: McGrath 6, Hickey. Loughray 4, Oxford 10, Alexander 4, Frank 3, Dick ‘
4, Lowery 4. Camp Campbell: Bush 8.
Langstaff 5. Clark, Gleescift I,
Graff, Vogel 1, Gerber, Vannette
1.

attacks
on Japanese Industrial
centers.
On May 13. Clare G. Gene_rty
will speak on "The New Age And
gressman
from
Pennsylvania,
The Old Faith."
Former conJudge Clare G. Fenerty was a
Green Wt. leader in the fight to stop religious persecution in Mexico, and, as
early as 1935. introduced bills s
21.00 withdraw recognition of Soviet
_
20.00
Sind stg have Europea:.
cede posesionr in the -Wes--18.00
15,00 tern Hemisphere to the United
19.00 States as payment elf World War
I debts
17.00 All
Catholics, Protestants, Jew
15.00 andothers are invited to becorrs
18.00 member sat any time during the
16.00 course of the lecture series. Mem14.00 bership is three •dollars risgardless
18.00 of date applied for. Admittance
16.00 to the lectuers is by membership
cards or guests only
Member13.00 ships may .be obtained
from the
11.00 following Paducah concerns:
Campbell's
Goods
11.00 Store, Wilson's Sporting
Book Store, Padu11.00 cah Cut Rate Drug Store, Austin
Drug Store. Wanner's Jewelry
Store and Melody Mart.

Williams Racks Up "
Sixteen Points To

Lead Basket Barrage
The
New
Concord Redbirds
pasted the Murray Training School
Colts 50-26 in the Colts' first home
game Monday night. Williams led
the visitors basket barrage with 16
points.
A Colt team that displayed early
season raggedness and failure to
find the basket was kept in the
hole throughout the game. The
Colts beat Purye.ar 35-30 last week
in their season opener.
charges
Johnny
Underwood's
consistently missed shots during
the first half as the Redbirds
steadily built up a lead of 9--4 at
the first quarter and 26-11 at
halftime.
Murray's first field
goal came with one and one-half
minutes remaintng in the first
half when Ted Thompson found
the range.
Trevathan followed
with another as the half ended.
Thompson was high scorer for the
Colts with 10 points.
The next home game for the
Training School is with Calvert
City on December 4
Lineups:
School
Pos. N. Concord
Thompson 10 F
Thompson 8
Fuqua 1
F
Adams 5
Boyd 5
C
Williams 16
Lassiter 2
G
Bell 10
Trevathan 2 G
Stubblefield 6

r.

AlF 36.00
A-2-F--34,00
A3F 32.00
AIR 36.00
A2R 34.00
A3R, 32.00
tame.
all
of
program
farm
Famous
Tune In ... Most
Saturevery
.
.
.
Hour
Home
Farm
and
National
-The
RIF 35.00
day . . N.B.C. Network - 12:00 to 12:30 o'clock Ces B2F 33.00
133F 30.00
tral Standard Time.
_
B4F 26.00
B5F 22.00
We Now Have The
B3FV 28.00
B4FV 24.00
B5FV 20.00
HARD TO GET ITEMS
BIR 35.00
112R 33.00
B3R 30.00
in House and Commercial Wiring
B4R 25.00
See us while they last
B5R 20.00
B3G 26.00
FIXTURES OF ALL KINDS
B4G 21.00
1 B5G 19.00
BID 35.00
DILL ELECTRIC SHOP
B2D 33.00
B3D 28.00
CALL
'603 VINE
B4D 22.00
d B5D 19,00
S.
r-

1TE DEUM FORUM ANNOUNCES
DATES FOR FAMOUS SPEAKERS
schools were

BURIE WALDROP
•

SUPERIOR LAUNDRY AND
CLEANERS
.
F01:RT
1

STREET

PHONE 44

t
ington and Pittsburgh
threatening to shut down unless
more coal was forthcoming.
The steel industry and the railroeds have been hit the hardest.
The --Bethlebern _ ,_Shasi/s-Csa.s , . announced thgt - it had furloughed
8.000 .of its 14.000 employes at
Johnstown. Pa.. and- expects soon
'to have a Mere maintenance level
I of 3.000. '
! The railroads. ordered 'by the
government tcs reduce service by
25 per cents already have let off
a thousands ,of men including 3.000
! in. the Louisville area and over 500
' •'
1 in %Memphis.The Kentucky Unemployment
1
said
Commission
a Compensation
t that approximately 100 miners had
i ftled claimf for ,jobless benefits.
Kentul-.17- law.
.; Usder
rresent
,Soso. miners are not eligible.
i '
: if,wevcr. ir case of loCk-outs they
!i would become eligible, it was an° nounced.
•

I
1

I

READ TIRE CLASSITFED8!

NOTICE
.MR. BOBBY SINGLETON
A Graduate ladto SeFikeman
is with us
DAILY
and is prepared to take care of all
Radio Service

4

W" iweti or "K" grades accepted

•Continued from Page Ones

I have purchased the interest of Rupert
Outland in the SUPERIOR Laundry
and Cleaners

SOUTH

No **I

23.00
21.00
20.00
19.00
17.00
23.00
21.00'
20.00
18.00
MOO
19.00
17.00
15.00
23.00

NIL
N.111
N1G

LEWIS

NOTICE
•

I

33.00 B3M 26.00 23.00 T3F
o _
T4F
31,00 B111 22.0029.00 -11-531- 19.00T:;R
33.00 CIL 34.00 31.00 T4R
31.00 C2L 32.00 29.00 T5R
29.00 C3L 28.00 25.00 T:ID
C4L 24.00 22.00 T4D
32,00 C5L 20.00 18.00 T5IY
T3M
30.00
27.00 CIF 33,00 30.00 T4M
24.00 C2F 31.00 28.00 ISM
20.00 C:t'F 27.:00 24.00 T3G
23.00 20.00 T4G
25.00 C4F
20.00 18.90 T5G
C5F
22.00
18.00 C3FV 95.00 2200. X11,
21.00 18.00 X2L
32.00 C4FV
18.00 16.00 X3L
V
C5F
30.00
27.00 ('1R 32.00 29.00 X4I,
23.00 C2R 30.00 27.00 X5L
18.00 C:IR 25.00 22.00 X1F
23.00 C4R 22.00 19.00
X2F
1900. (SR 18.40 16.00 X3F
17.00
19.00 X4F
22.00
C3M
32.00 ('IM 19.00 17.00 X5F
30.00 C5M 17.00 15.00 X3FW
X4FV
25.00
X5FV
19.00 C3G1800 16.00
17.00 C5G, 16.00 11.00 .X1R

X2R
NAR
X5R
X3D
X4D
X5D
X3M
X4M
X511
X3G
X4G
X5G

YOUR PATRONAGI'
APPRECIATED
-

JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO-

The Te Deum Forum of Pada-- the world famous Novena. Re has
cah. Ky. a program of lectures- done tdr6 "Summer series on the
sponsored by the Te Deum Inter- coast to coast, network of the
national for the purpose of preroaariciaasittihngprCormampany
senting the Cathegic Niewpolnt on • Arne
the Hour
current and post-war problems.
On February 13, The Rt. Rev.
announces that -the next lecture
will
will be prelented in the Tilghman Msgr. Edward J. Flanagan
High Auditorium on Wednesday. speak on "Seeds of Juvenile
tcr- millions
Known
December 4. The speaker will Crime."
be Rev. Benjamin L. Ma.-,se. His throughout the world as -Father
subject will be "Can La.bor and Venagan of Boys Town.** he established the Boy Scout movement
Management Keep the Peace?"
Father Masse is an editor and in Omaria and receiced the Huwriter and a contributor to such manitarian Award in 1939. prepublications as -Sign-. "CnIum- sented by. the Variety Clubs of
bisi", "Catholic World-. and "Cath- America.
Hubbard,
Bern'ard
R.
Rev.
olic Digest."
Other speakers to appear far known to the world as "The Glacier Priest:* will speak on "Fr.
the forum are:
Rev Hugh Calkins on January Hubbard's Mission to •Asia.' He
His subject will be "Two completed his eighteenth Alasks•
23.
D or i
1944.
in
Lives In Two'Worlds." At the expedition
present time. Father Calkins is World War II. he advocated t:
stationed at Our Lady of Sorrows use of Alaskan airbases as t•
Church in Chicago, the home of "logical springlaroacfs for ma
-

scer.ory Crew arid 1ViargiSrette Melvin is head carpenter. The makeup department is composed .of
Jean Jobe and Jo Hurdle.
Tickets..for the production will
:yid May be purchased from member:, of Soeic and Ruskin. The
week • of the show. tickets may be
purchased in the post office lobby
in the iibrars building..

REAL ESTATE 1
1

bargains in City'
and Farm Property.
SEE ME IF YOU WANT
TO BUY OR SELL
Office in •catlinfluilding

110t4 A 1.

E G's

base some

- TelephonesHome 548-W
Office 289

J. N. WAGGONER
'ESTATE

-

0

(Continued from Page

One)

LICCOL

The Heber squad has Always been
a running threat. The. Blue Devils
run from a single wing formation
and use an unbalanced line. Hugh
Wilson and Gene Hale will be
Blue
answer to the
Murray's
Devil attack. Henry Clay has also
shown considerable strength in the
air and have displayed a balanced
attack on both dry and soggy
Incrushing Danville 33-0
fields.
in a driving rain, they unleased a
passing attack that sent central
Kentucky scouts back to their text
books.
The Tigers have worked out
lightly this week and should be
down to a fine edge by game
time. Ty Holland gave his charges
a workout on the way at the Elizabethtown High School field yesterday and will limber up on Stoll
field today. ,

TUNE IN THANKSGIVING
* nos soio
* ma
paces
*

* issetur WslTIc
* maw atusia

* Vita sires
1101T1
* ).11155 0,
* Gilts 1{011i
* so* IVES

AND MANS. cams

CBS -3:00 P.M
STA1PTTIN

Subs:
Murray, Richardson 4,
Dowdy, Herald, Clark 2, Rogers.
Concord. . J. Winchester,
New
Dowdy 3, T. Winchester 2 and
Coleman.

Starts Relief In o Seconds
.from All 6 usual.'
wog

We

••

A,_AA'
COLD PREPARATION

Pitt

r4TABLETS OR LIQUID
Caution. You only as dasicissi

We

YOU'LL FIND
•
•
•
•
•

Satin Striped Feather Proof Ticking
Table Damask
Curtain_ _Material
Spun Rayon Dress Lengths, and

SCOT'
11N IV

Shirting

5
••

eIfrey's

ATTENTION
AIR - CURED
Tobacco Growers
The first sale of AIR-CURED (One Sucker) tobacco for the season will be held on the MURRAY market
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1946. All buyers of this
type tobacco have promised to be on hand for the opening
sale.
The five large, roomy and well lighted warehouses
in Murray still have ample space to receive and offer
your tobacco on first sales. This should prove to be to
YOUR interest.
Prompt and courteous personal attention are always
given when your tobacco is delivered to the following
warehouse floors in Murray, Kentucky:

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
OUTLANDS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
MURRAY
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J. R. Bird of Livingston county
estimated his cattle gained a halfpound per day after he used DDT
spray.

presented by
3F,V4a.R`i

Me
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a lit'

BOWL TILT
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ASSOCIATION ADVANCE TO GROWERS, 1946 CROP
TYPE 35- - DARK A1R-CURED TOBACCO

20.00
140
20.00
19.00
17.00
20.00
18.00
16.00
19.00
17.00 ,
15.00
• 19.00
17.00
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Kirksey High Queens Crowned

Monday was a gloomy day. A
few of the farmers here gathered
a little corn, but had to quit on
account of rain. It rained all
night and still rainy and cool this
Tuesday morning but no tobacco
seasop.
Dr. Hal Houston was called to
see Mrs. Tilman Orr one night last
week. She is feeling better now.
Several from this community
Went to Murray Monday.
Mrs. Less balton was called t,
the Clinic last week to be at the ,
bed-side of her mother, Mrs. Van!
Key,sapsho was critically ill, but
was removed to her home new
Puryear Sunday and reported t
be resting better.
Sorry to report Mrs. Lydia Fors
ter a patient at the Clinic. She
was sure missed at Oak Grove
Church Sunday.
On stage, left to right: AttendBro. J. H. Thurman filled his ants_Ma
rtha Perry, Sue Workappointment at Oak Grove Sun- man, LaVerne
Trease, Jane Blankday. Glad to hear Mrs. Thurman enship. Sonja
Greenfield, Linda
Is recovering.
Lawson,
Shelby Sanders, Joan
Mrs. Melvin Morton and friends Lawrence, Betty
Gupton; Crown
honored Mr. and Mrs. Billie Har- Bearer_Robert McCage, Jr.;
Cogis with a householdk shower one Captains—Macon Blankenship
and
evening last week at the home of Charles Rob Adams; Senior
Mr. Melvin Morton.
They re- ketball
Queen
Wanda
Jun
csived a lot of nice presents.
The
Kirksey High School audis Guess Who
torium was the scene of an unusual
and impressive ceremony
Tuesday
night,
November 19,
when Miss Wanda June 'Crouse
was crowned Senior Basketball
Queen and
Miss Jean Frances
Parker was crowned Junior Queen.
We Can Do All Types of The ceremony was witnessed by
a crowd of enthusiastic spectaPlumbing and Repairing
tors clamoring for standing room
to behold the royal splendor of
We will #ppreciate your the queens and
their attendants.
busIness
The coronation was the climax
of the contest which began October 24, the preliminary
having
been held November 6, immediately following a variety porgram.
There was heated rivalry for the
coveted title of queen among the
upper six grades. Each class was
working for its
representative.
SCOTT FUTTS
R. C. CHANDLER Miss Wanda June Crouse, an
eighth grade student, was the
1100 West Poplar
Phone 629 Senior Queen by a
majority of

PLUMBING
and
REPAIRING

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

HITS & CHANDLER

For Best Radio
Listening
Tune to

800!

Zig taurakfiltil)tmorrat

Voice of the Air,

WKYB
is now on the air,
with the finest in news, sports
and musical programs.
This 1,000 watt station ,reaches 500,000
people in 37 counties of the four-state area
of which Paducah is the hub. A Mutual
affiliate. For best listening, sunrise to sunset, tune to

WKYB

Crow; Junior Queen--Jean Fran- i row, Clarice Palmer, Linda
Stone,
ces Parker; Flower Girls (seated I June Adams, Jeanette
Walston,
on stage)-1Barbars Housden, Brin- Peggy Edwards, Martha Salter,
da May Riley, (standing at steps), Anna Jean Byrd, Marie MeCalJo Ellis, Beverly Greenfield; Glee' Ion, Evelyn Doores; Basketbal
l
Club. front row, left to right-- boys, left to right--Jewel McCalD rothy Tucker, Emma Jo Ad- ion, Billy Turner, Charles
Mags, Ruth Garland, Linda Wells, ness, Leon Rule, Tom Williams
,
oily Ray, Mebble Edwards, Jean Ted Wilson, Joe Cain, Max
DarDarnall, Neils Workman, back nall.

votes. Little Miss Jean Frances
Parker of the first grade won the
junior title by a large majority
It's
moving time again
also.
and
The -stage setting was planned many of our friends and neighand supervised by Mrs. Lorene bors are shifting from one locality
McCage and Mrs. Lillie Farris, to another.
assisted by the home economics
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Houser avho
class and other members of the have lived in this community all
student body. The color scheme their lives have moved to Kirksey.
was royal blue and white, the
Mr. and Mrs. Wavil Joseph have
school colors. Tall candelabras, bought the old home formerly ocbanks of ferns and
baskets of cupied by Mr. and Mrs. Houser
gladioli festooned the stage and and have moved
in. We welcome
made a setting becoming to roy- them to
this neighborhood.
alty.
Brasile McKendree Is taking
The
opening ceremony
was
marked by two members of the charge of the store at Colo which
been operated
by Edgar
basketball squad preceding the has
queens' court and lighting the Youngblood for several years. Mr.
white.tapers in the candelabras on Youngblood is moving with his
family to Mayfield.
the stage.
Formally attired, the girls' glee
J. C. Edwards arrived home on
club marched up the
center aisle October 26 after spending .14
to the strains of -The American months in Japan and other PaSchool March" and took -their po. cifW'
is:now working
sition to the left of the stage. Im- in Chicago.
mediately following them came
Walter B. Mason and William
the basketball squad, taking their
Smith arrived home Saturday after
position to the right of the stage.
several months service in the PaAccompanied by Miss Clarice
cific area.
Palmer. the girls glee club sang
Miss Luria Jean White, a stu"Here Comes The Queens" as the
doll-like flower girls dressed in dent at Murray State College.
short white ruffled dresses, car- spent the week-end with homerying white baskets of flowers folks.
marched down the center aisle and
Mr. and Mrs. Urey Houser spent
took their place by the steps. Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and
Master Robert McCage jr., crown Mrs. Thomas Housdon
near Padubearer, dressed in blue
velvet cah. They also visited Mr. and
tights and white satin Eisenhower Mrs.- Willie
Housdon who are the
jacket bore the golden bejeweled sairents of
a baby boy born Nocrowns on a white pillow. The at- vember
11.
•andants were visions of lovelihes
s
Mr. and Mrs.
Burey
Houser.
ss they marched in couples, aft
tired in formals of delicate pink Detroit, announce the arrival of a
and soft blue, each wearing a cor- baby girl November 14. Her name
is Norma Dean.
sage of pink roses.
Last came the queens, gowned in
W. J. Harrell who has been on
identical white creations of buf- the sick list for several weeks is
font satin and net designed with not much improved. Those
calllong gathered sleeves and
high ing to see him Sunday afternoon
neckline. Each queen carried an were
Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard
arm bouquet of American Beauty Crouch, Mayfield, Mr.
John Lathroses tied with white satin ribbon. am and Mrs. Lexie
Hitlks. Graves
Upon reaching the stage- the junior County, Herman
Grant and L. P.
queen was assisted up the
steps Bridges.
and onto the throne by Co-CapMr. and Mrs. H. L. Crick have
tains
Macon 'Blankenship and
gold their farm to Loyd Parker
Charles Rob Adams.
The senior queen was likewise and have bought some land on the
assisted up the steps and onto highway between Brewers and
Mayfield.
They are building a
the throne by the co-captains.
Macon Blankenship placed the crowns new house and expect to have it
upon the two queens and Charles ready to move into soon.
Rob Adams presented to them
Rufus Rule is building a new
Identical gifts, a golden- basketball house and work is progressi
ng
on a tiny golden chain, to be worn rapidly.
as a necklace, given by the school
Mrs. Sarah Hartison of Graves
as a token of appreciation.
County is spending some
time
Miss Crouse, speaking for her- with her brother W.
J Harrell.
self and Miss Parker, expressed Mrs.
Greenville Gallimore and
her gratitude *ith well chosen Euel Harrell
visited Mr. Harrell
words and with queenly poise.
Saturday afternoon.
After the coronation the Kirksey
Eagles played the Alms) Warriors
in a very interesting but not vic- PADUCAH RADIO STATION
GOES ON AIR TODAY
torious game.

Kirksey, Route 1

WKYB, the Paduciati Sun-Democrat'S new 1,000-watt radio station
was scheduled to go on the air for
M J. Vinson. son of Mrs. H. C the first time at 630 am. this
Vinson.
who arrived
Federal
in
the morning,- provided the
United States from Europe on No- Communications
Commission
vember 11.
grants the routine approval requested last Monday by Station
Manager Ed Paxton, Jr.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
attRYB is affiliated with the
Mutual Boradcasting System.
St

AWFUL RHEUMATIC
PAIN LEFT MAN'S
BODY IN 8 HOURS

Cutchin .ear a veteran of World
War II and his passing and running have been important factors
in a season that has brought the
U.K. Wildcats their best season in
years. The announcement of Cutchin as captain was made by..
Coach Paul (Bear) Bryant.
Coach
Bryant
also
awarded
football letters to 37 Wildcat gr
ders and freshman numerait-- to
38 other players.
Cutchin, a halfbac
s a senior
at the university

Jinn&

Buddy Noel

Noel

Kirksey
re in Hazel over the
weekaend visiting their mother,
Mfg. Maud Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wilcox of
near Murray were in Hazel Sunday and visited relatives.
•
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler ,and children
and their friend of Nashville will
spend
Thanksgiving in
Hazer
visiting Mrs. H. I. Neely..
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Mrs. 0. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Henderson,1 and Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford Suns
Turnbow, Miss Ruby Bantle}, and
son and grandson of Paducah, day afrnoon.
Mrs. Robbie Milstead are in Paduwere visiting in the home of Mr.
Mr. salad Mrs. Otis Darnell of cah this week shopping.
We would like to introduce you Nee Farmer, graduate of Murray
to Jinna and "Buddy" (E. L., III) High School, and a home cc maNoel who live in the Disciple Cen- jor while in Murray College, Her
ter where Mrs. Noel is the student collegiate activities
incl9d
that
director. The parents were Murof being a cheerleader, and a
ray staidents before the war, and
member of the -Student Org arid
the father is now in school here.
Mrs. Noel is the former Mary Sock and Buskin.

••••..s.•=4•••••04•••••••••mm.m.•••••....m....m.

Lerman's
Value of the Week!

A New Purchase of
Men's

TOPCOATS
Here are savings for men who want good
topcoat style, at down-to-earth prices. There
are Coverts. Gabardines, Fleeces, Tweeds,
other desirable fabrics in this large selection. Every man's size is here. Buy a Topcoat now for the Holidays!

To Weather
The Winter

For the Outdoor Man, a

For Xmas, give

He'll love n handsome

Wool Mackinaw

Lee Hat

Sport Shirt

If he knows hat style, he'll like a Lee
Hat. Every shade and style men like
are here in these handsome felt hats.

These sport shirts offer fine styling
plus splendid fabrics, at budgSt prices.
Mans shade .
all sizes. See them!

7.95

6 5°

3.98

Boys' Sweat Shirts

Men's Sweaters

Heavy. well-made Sweat Shirt,' that
Fevre hay
Tii-ripo
-ni
special lot at this special price.

Slipo-ver and coat style sweaters in
stEd id sls 091 usa.yea_ and. _naveur patterns . . cress -neck and V-neck styles.
An ideal gift suggestion.

89c

3.98

21c

MAX CHURCHILL

him a

Burly, warm Mackinaws In wool plaid
alVeS to keep out winter cold. Welltailored belted styles, ideal to give a
man for Christmas. Choose his now,
at Lerman's.

Men's Work Gloves

Our 1947 calendars are here, ibay we give you one?

a-,

Choose his Gift at Lerman's ... Man's and Boy's Shop ...Downstairs

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
MEMBER OF

Phone 98
CTORS
inmAt
Olr

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hale, Mr.
and Mrs. Irvan Fair and daughter,
Loretta; of near Murray attended
services at the Baptist church Sunday evening.
Mr and Mrs. Hall Hicks, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Wilcox of Murray attended services at the Baptist church Sunday.
Mrs. Norton Foster is a patient
in the Mason Hospital suffering
with something like pneumonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hutchens
of Paris were in Hazel Sunday
as guests of Mrs. Bob Petty and
family.
Miss Gwyne Dailey of Jackson, Tenn., was in Hazel to visit
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Dailey over the week-end. .
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cochran,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaion Hurt and family of Detroit Were called to Hazel
for the funeral of their mother
Mrs. Rosa Hurt.
Little Miss Sue and Jerry Maddox of Murray were week-end
visitors
of their
grandmother,
Mrs. Notia Maddox and aunts,
Mrs. Floyd Maddox Fudlge.
Mr. and Ms. ReDoy Provine of
Murray were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Finas Weatherford
and family.

Phil Cutchin, son of Mr. and.
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin of Murray,
was named captain of the 1946
University of Kentucky football
team at a dinner given last Monday night by the U. K. Alumni Association.

"For years I had rheumatic pains
in the muscles of my shoulders,
legs and ankles, which finally got
so stiff, sore and painful that when
I walked I would flinch
with
agony. I got RHU-AID and startBrovela Jersey Gloves in sturdy cotton
ed anteing its and the rheumaticknit for long wear.
pains began leaving my body in
eight hours. Now the pains are
gone from my muscles entirely. I
feel like some other person, and I
praise RHU-Alb to the sky." This
is a genuine testimonial from a
man living 'right here in this vicinity.
RHU-AID is the new liquid formula containing three valuable
medical ingredients. These Three
Great Medicines, all blended into
one, go right to the very cause of
rheumatic and neuritis aches and
pains. Miserable people soon feel
different all over. So don't go on
suffering! Get RHU-AID. Jones
Drug Co.
ipamomwoolOsaiimeo

When the time comes that you need the services of a Funeral
Direptqr, let us hglp you.
_

Service

'Bear' Bryant Names
Phil Cutchin js
U.K. Grid Captain

TWO POST WAR PIN-UPS

Welcome Home

itis our desire to serve a family in their hour of sorro* that we
may earn their lasting appreciation and friendship.

rUNBRAI.(I

HAZEL NEWS _
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Fry and Mrs.
Callie Lowry of Paris were in
Hazel Sunday to visit their mother Mrs. Notie Maddox and daughter, Mrs. Loyd Fudge.

MAY WE HELP?...

Ambulance
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COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1683 Main Street
Samuel C McKee, Pastor

' -ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
W. B. Cone, Pastor
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OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

Alumni Name,Candidates at Luncheon

sur- son.
Dr. Hal Houston, Mur
Sunday Scho..1 at 10:00 a m. each
Roy McDonal , state
President Carter Presided over
and
geon,
Second Sunday, 10:00 am. SunSunday. Allen Wells, superintendsenator of Cadiz. were nominated the alumni luncheon held in Wells
Intermatiowel
day School, Jas. H. Foster, Superent.
9:45 am. Sunday School
at the Homecoming luncheon, for
Hall on Homecoming Day Novemintendent. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship at 11:00 airs
Mr. David H. Winslow, Supt.
the presidency of the Alumni Asp.m.
2:00
at
before
Saturday
ber 9. Plates were reserved for
and
10:00 a.m. College Students Bible each Sunday.
College.
State
Murray
of
sociation
Dr. John W. Carr,
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
164• guests.
Training Union at 6:00 p.m. each
Miss Ella
Class.
Weihing,
ballots
by
B• HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
elected
They will be
gave the invopresident
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director. Of The Moody Bible InaUtute of Chicago at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00
Ph.D., Teacher
members
mailed to the individual
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST 11:00 a.m. Worship
Releoied by Western Newspaper Union.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
cation. Dr. Ralph Woods, presiEvening Worship at 7:00 p.m.
Service
of the association.
Sixth and Maple Streets
Br.xton B. Sawyer. Pastor
dent, welcomed the guests and
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
4:30 p.m. Senior High Fellowship each Sunday.
Mrs. Itm Maddox, Mayfield, Eltis Henson, Cadiz, gave the reCharles C. Lancaster, Minister
OF CHRIST
W. M.U. meets every second and
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
are
Murray,
and Guy Billington,
Holland Rose, Benton,
sponee.
Henry Hargis, Pastor
Wednesday, 8:00 p.m. Mid-week fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.
Rudolph Howard.
the nominees for viceepresident gave a report on the activities of
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
R.A.'s, GA's, and Sunbeams meet
so
Prayer
texts
Meeting
Scripture
and
subjects
Lesson
Minister of Music
is W. Z.
at
Worship with communion
on second and fourth Wednesday
lected and eopyrighted by Internationa.
Sunday School at 10:30 a.m. ex- The fhtumbent president
the foundation and scholarship
Council of Religious Education. used tit
Carter, Murray, and the, vice- committees.
Everett Crane led
cept fourth Sunday, 1:30 p.m.
Miss Dorothy jerizendipe, Student 1050 am. and 7.00 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH nights.
permission.
Houston.
Hal
Dr.
is
Bible
Mid- week
Wednesday:
Prwching services each second president
the group in community singing.
Secretary, Phone 75
T. H. Mullins, Jr., Minister
secretary'
is
Mrs. George Alert
study at 7:00 p.m. with class for
A LETTER ON CHRISTIAN
Sundt!), at 11 a.m.
ALMO CIRCUIT
the
LIVING
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School all ages.
Preaching services each fourth treasurer. Spercial guests at
9:30 a m. Sunday School
Bryan Bishop. Pastor
Murthree
the
included
Superintendent
luncheon
p.m.
2:30
Sunday at
11:00 a m. Morning Worship
LESSON TEXT-Acts 1923-30; E9he
ray presidents - Dr. Carr, Dr:
L L. Downs, T. U. Director
510 pm. Youth Choir Rerearsal
First Sunday_Temple Hill_ Sun- sians 6 - 13-18.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Wells. and Dr. Woods
Mrs Eugene Shipley. WMU Pres.
m3
Y.
6.30
SELECTION-Finall
p.m.
SunFelYouth
each
Methodist
o'clock
School
10:00
day
MEMORY
Robert E. Unseat. Minister
Morning
In the Lord, and is
strong
DO
brethren,
Previous presidents' bf the orlowship
Inand
11:00
services
church
day,
the power of his maght.-Ephesiana 6:10
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
In an address to the Veteran's
ganization have been Miss Emma
7:30 p m. Evening Worship
dependence 2:45.
Classes
School.
AM.
Church
9:45
10:45 a.m.
SENIOR SCOUTS
Morning worship
Graham, W. J. Club of Murray State College, NoHelm, Carmon
7:30 p.m. Wednesday. Pr a y er
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel,
groups.
for
age
all
the
13, the Senior Gibson, W. B. Moser, Jack Gard- vember 17, President Woods anEvening
The war is never over for
On November
Meeting
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sun10:55 A.M. Morning Worship SerChristian. He is called to a con- Scouts and others were given a ner, Max Hurt, Waylon Rayburn, nounced there would be no odm.
6(15
p.m.
College
6:30
Training Union
Vespers
a.m.
11:00
services.
church
day;
vices with a sermon by the
stant strife against the world. the party sponsored by the Garden Matt Sparkman, Preston Holland, ditional holidays for Thanksgiving.
7:30 p.m.
Max B. Hurt, Chairman Board of
Evening Worship
Third Sunday-Brooks Chapel,
minister and special music by
Murr a y
flesh and the devil, which knows Os Department
the
of
7:30 p.m.
Stewards
aobert Everett, Adron Doran, He explained that the school
Prayer meeting Wed
Sunday;
10:15
each
Sunday School
the Choir under the direction
armistice or peace conference sc Woman's Club at the clubhouse. Dentis McDaniel, and Miss Evelyn
E. B. Howton. Superintendent of church services 11:00 a.m.
calendar had been made about
tarries.
Lord
the
of Mrs. Merle T. Kesler.
.
or
lives
he
long as
Everyone had fun dancing and
Sunday School
two years ago by the Council on
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill,
his
on
out
set
now
6:30 P M. Christian Youth Fellowhad
Paul: who
dances. Refreshlearning folk
Van D. Valentine, Secretary of Church services 11:00 a.m. Bethel
Class representatives are: 1926, Higher Education in Kentucky
this
was
journey,
ship (High School) under the
third missionary
weiners with chili, Mrs. Reba Brown Miller; 1927,
Sunda*School
and that the schools would abide
-Sunday School 11:00 each Sun- time permitted of the Holy Spirit Sc ments were
Mrs.
direction of
Maurice
cider, donuts, and Jack Gardner; 1928, Miss Mary by it.
apple
sweet
Mrs. Shelby Hidden, MYF High day, and churth services 2:45 p.m.
Asia.
witness and minister in
Crass.
School Counselor
fruit.
Lassiter; 1929, Homer Lassiter:
His address was made before
For three months he spoke in the
College
G r oup
Discussion
On November 20. several Senior 1930, Miss
George Ed Overbey, MAT InterElizabeth Randolph;
synagogue, as was his custom, but
members of the Vets Club,
GROVE BAPTIST
meeting at the Disciple -Center
LOCUST
Lake
Kentucky
the
te
mediate Counselor
went
Mrs.
Scouts
1932,
Dentis
McDaniel;
1931.
when his ministry resulted in mans
CHURCH
under the direction of Mrs.. E.
to study about air L. J. Hortin; 1933, Eltis Henson;
Mrs. Robert Smith, MIT Junior
converts calor' hardened them- View Airport
L Noel. Jr., Student Director.
Curd
Vernon
Copnselor
1934. Miss Lula Clayton Seale;
withdrew planes. and flying.
•
,
•,
7:30 P.M. Evening Worship Sere
Sunday School each Sunday selves in opposition. So he
and Hampton Ervin took six of 1935, Dr. Robert Halls; 1936, WesJohn (a bit of strategy in this spiritual
o'clock.
10:00
at
vices with a message b*- the
'Morning
No- ley Kemper; 1937, Miss Kathleen
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
warfare) to neutral ground in the the Scouts flying Saturday,
Lassiter, superintendent.
minister and . special 'music
It F. Paschall, Pastor
Tyrannus," where he vember 23, they were Jean Farris, Patterson; 1938, Mrs. Augusta Ray
Preaching on third Sunday by "school of one
each evening.
teach and reason with them Jenne!! Foy, Mary M. Lewis, Ruth Merryman; 1939. Buford Hurt;
Bro. Ciirtis L. Nicely on first could
Ann 1940, Charles Stamps; 1941, Mrs
West,
0. B.- Turnbow. Sunday School
J.
Osborne, Betty
daily.
Sunday at 11:00 a.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Superintendent
Paul knew by experience that this Stokes, Verona Smith, and Miss J W. Atkins; 1942, Dale Melugin;
IL A. West, -Pastor
Kerney Bailey, T.U. Director
could not go on, for he had learned Treon, our leader. Everyone had 1943, Austin Adkinson; 1944, HarHAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
Mrs. Paul Dailey, W.M.U. Pres,
old Watson and Mrs. Donald Crawas we should learn to
a wonderful time.
It's an old American custom to
CHURCH
Morning
9.30 a.m.._Sunday School. Alvin
Our last meeting was at Murray ferd; 1945. Miss Barbara Diuguid;
I. Expect Opposition - It Will
•
stand little folk against the will
A. G. Childers, Pastor
Sunday School. 9:45 Lion
Harrell. superintendent.
High School. Our next meet will 1946, Miss Barbara Harris,
Come (Acts 19:23-301.
and mark their height. Except that
Morning Worship each Sunday,
The nominating committee was
1015 a.m.-Morning worship
YOUR NEIGHBOR STAYEDA
The comfortable and contented be held at the Training School
someone always comes and washes
South Pleasant Groye
11:00 am.
7:30 p.m.-Evening este-ship
Graham,
Carmori
off the pretapus records.
Christians of our day who just want next week. We had three new composed of
UP,COUNTING SHEEPAPIR
6
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. R. to be let alone to carry on their scouts they are. Loretta Eldridge. Waylon Rayburn. and W. J. GibA better way is to get one of
Evening
7:00 p m—Group Meetings
111WDOLLO SHOWED
7TIL
ords'
our 'Measuring-Up-Rec
Training •Union each Sunday, 6:00 L -Cooper, superintendent.
Tuesday
worship are certainly not related to Frances
Ann
Jo
Horton and
HOW,TO SLEEP
HIM;
•s...
F
at hangs on the wall and prosrsdes
, Worship,. Service at 11.00 am., the real Christians of Paul's type. Smith.
p.m.
2.30 pm-W.5LS. at the Church
Irv-•
a permanent way to keep a record
The enemy of our souls is often
Evening Service. 7:15 pm.. Second first and third Sundays.
Wednesday
We are selling Girl Scout eatena
Need
of height and weight ... it's free.
'Youth Fellowship, 6:30 p.m.
content to let us go on in compara- dart.
and Fourth Suneays
7:30 pm.-Mid-Week Prayer Seror. WO.piing
Ar•'
Also we'd like to tell you about•a
Hazel Church
tive peace as long as we do not
••••••••••ency
Prayer Meeting.' Wednesday .1:15
vice and Bible Study
great new rattail:He plan lot little
Verona Smith, scribe
put
we
once
but
unduly,
Wil10:00
m.
a
at
him
School
Sunday
bother
pentos' O. Of•
p.m.
8.30 p.m -Teachers and Officers
ftek under 12 .. a plan the pro-.
Black-Draught in
up the banner of a holy life and
for 1 at 21." Just call
rides
W.11.U., G A., Sunbeams meet on mer Ray Dunn, superintendent.
Meeting
1-Usually prompt
FORES
THE
OF,
JUNIORS
a
begins
he
army,
Worship Service at 11:00 am., service in God's
Wednesday following Second
2-Usually thorough
9:0.• of
•t
second Sunday. and at 7:00 pin. terrific counterattack. Paul had felt INITIATE FOUR MEMBERS
and Fourth Sunday.
Clier•li
M. D. HOLTON
3-Always economical
bond' Ioi7. I' arody
It already in the hardening rd. litaerohd and fourth Sunday,.
- -MR* la-V. Xecit
-.I-100,1•plo.
1161811s4rwelith--411101111 ----Lokr-AVettefifteld -Seewlere-et
trtitrs hear
—
following First and Third
▪ Siii.
Assistant
. budge, sftonalsi
23-27). the Forest held their regular meet(vv.
Opposition
Selfish
1.
a.m.,
first
10:00
at
Sunday School
days.
Phene 616-J
oot.froirilk.
violent reaction ing Saturday, November 23, in the
Services are held each Sunday
third and fourth Sundays, and at One way to bring a
aco.111
to let it W.O.W dish. Emphasis was placed
is
truth
spiritual
against
at follows:
2:00 p.m. second Sunday. Brooks
ILIRIESEY CIRCUIT
interfere with business. Demetrius upon the -ritualistic work, with the
First. third, and fifth Sundays
'
.
Octidentol Life
Underwood, superintendent.
N. P. Blankenship, Pastor
fourth
fellow silversmiths pro- President, Miss Frances Hortin,
and
Inloroncy Company •f C•Ilf•rwill) at 10 o'clock; second
Worship Service at 1100 am.. and his
fessed to be concerned about the presiding.
Sundays at 8 o'clock.
p.m.
3:00
at
and
Sunday,
fourth
First Sunday-morasey 11 a.m.;
threatened destruction of the heathFour* new members were initiCole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt. 'Second Sunday.
•.
en worship of Diana.
Misses Peggy Buchanan.
ated.
Hebron 7:30 p.m..
gosthe
of
Many of the enemies
Patricia Futrell and Peggy Shroat
Sunday-Coldwater 11
Second
against
SUGAR ('REEK CHURCH
pel in our time are fighting
• to Peoples Bnk
shared the birthday honors.
a.m.: Mt. Clanstel 7.30- p.m.
Baron Richersole neater
God's Word be-cause they are In
un St.. Murray
556
After the- business session the
by
Third Sunday_Mt. Hebron 11
a business which is condemned
Phone 11••
26 members and four visitors pres• • ; Kirksey 7.50 p.m.
Preaching every Sunday morn. It.
ent
a
enjoyed
social
period
and
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 1/ Log at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun2. Senseless Tumult (vv. 28-30?.
refreshments.
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m: day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Knowing that their opposition was
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
Robert Owen is superintendent without true foundation, they inThere I,. Church School at each of Sunday School held every Sun- spired and agitated a ,wild demonstration.
of these churches at 10 a in. every day at 10:00 o'clock.
Shouting a slogan which had no
Sunday. Your attendance is apB.T.U. every nunciay nignt at
preciated.
6:30, Clifton McNeely director, and real meaning, they lent their yokes
to the tumultuous agitation against
preaching following IA U.
man,
FOUIDIN CIRCUIT
Prayer meoung every Wednesday God. Finally, one sensible
fearing the punishment of city ofHenry Smith, Pastor
night at 7:00 o'clock.
19:35-41).
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at ficials, quieted them (Acts
like
just
were
Ephesians
The
third
and
11:00
Palestine,
First Sunday:
F.30 p.m. after the first
many in our day who fear man
• ; Hardin. 7 p.m
Sunday each month.
more than God. But, may we ask.
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 am;
if you fear the judgment of men, how
Union Ridge. 3:00 p m.
MURRAY CIRCUIT
think you to escape the judgme•
Third Sunday. at Hardin 11:00
C. A. Riggs, Pastor
of God? After .all. it is God a:.
a in: Palestine. 3 p.m.
His Word you oppose, unconverted
10:00
Dexter,
Fourth Sunday:
Let us regrind your crank shafts for you THE
First Sunday-Goshen 11 aM.; friend. Do you think• He will hold '
a m. and Unicn Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
Lynn Greve 3 pm.
you guiltless?
FACTORY WAY. We have 10,700 pounds of preEveryone is invited.
ond Sunday-Martins Chapel
Paul was not afraid (v. 30), for
No. 666.
cision equipment. The Van Norman's
11 a.m.; lezw Hope 3 p m. •
he had also learned that the servant
NORTH • PLEASANT
Hard to get bearings made to order for TRACThad Sunday-Lynn Grove 11 cm. of the Lard can
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Goshen 3 p.m.
types
II. Coma an God-He Will Deliver
TORS, CARS and TRUCKS. Also all other
CHURCH
Fourth Sunday_Sulpher Springs (Eph. 6:13-18).
of automotive machine work done with factory
Pastor
Clarence F. Smith,
9:45 am; New Hope 11:00 am.;
Writing to the church in this very ,
precision. 18 years of friendly relations.
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
city where the Lord opened "a great
Sunday eSchool. 10 am
Fifth Sunday - Sulpher Sprints door and effectual" for Paul (I Cor.
Worship' Service. 11 am.
16:9), he admonishes them and us
11 cm.
C Y F . '6.30 pm.
to make full use of the provision •
Wor.hip Service. 7.15 pm.
which God has made for yictorious
HARDIN BAPTIST CIII'RCII
- Mid Week Bible Service. 7 p
warfare.
John Stringer, Pastor
There is a complete armor, and a
-- -SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
mighty wpm,- the sword of the
Ed Ross. Church Secretary
the slight'CHURCH
Mios Martha Miller, Sunday School Spirit, but none will do us
, J. H. Thurman, Faster
est good unless we put it on and go
Secretary
we think we can do
Horner Lassiter, Sunday School into battle. If
First Sunday, 10:00 a m. Sunday
without the breastplate of righteousSuperintendent
O•hool, Morgan Cunningham, Sto
ness (and some Christians and
Morning
workers seem to think they
Preaching at 11:00
church
rintendent
10.00
a.m.
Sunday School
neglect to carry and use
or
can),
i.m. and Saturday feriae at 2.00 , Morning Worship
• 11:00 a.m.
the Shield of faith, we can only ex;•in
Eveving
•
pect defeat We fight great spiritu• Prayer Meeting, Wed. ___ 7:30 p.m.
al enemies (see vv. IL 12 of Otis
7.30 p in.
Evening Worship
cbapter) and me need the beR in
both offensive and defensive equipSINICLNO SPRING BAFTIST
ment.
CHURCH
The girdle of,truth binds up the
IR M. Hampton, pastor
warrior and eliminates the hindrances to rapid movement. The
10.00 am. Sunday School. Sylves- breastplate is righteousness, not his
ter Paschall, superintendent.
own but, Christ's, but it must be
; 11:00 am. Preaching Service
appropriated and used.
for
SHORTCAKE j 6.00 p.m. B.T.U. L. D Warren. The soldier must be well shodgive
director!
long rough journeys and to
PEACHES
the
Ow ARCS
C.
7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
him a good foothold in the day of
•
(-N
provides
heart
the
in
Peace
battle.
BARTLETT PEARS
such a firm vantage point in the fight
•
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
CITRUS JUICES
for God.
CHRIST
Faith is the quickly moved shield,
Merritt Youngblood, Minister
catching all the fiery darts. Here
or yours
Church School each Lord's Day again it Is not my faith
alone, but our faith in God, putat IIFIVI am_
betiaerriii -add out 'erre-Preaching: Second and Fourth ting-Min
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TURNER'S AUTO MACHINE SHOP
Coldwater, Kentucky

BUY NOW

THESE CHRISTMAS ITEMS
• Novelty Pictures
•-Plate Glass Mirrors (assorted sizes)
• Table and Floor Lamps
• Colonial and Vanity Lamps
• Bed Lamps
• Cocktail Tables, also Occasional and
End Tables
• Bed Spreads
• Scatter Rugs and Hassocks
• Tricycles and Dolls
• Vacuum Cleaners (with attachments)
• Toasters and Broilers
- z
• ElectricL
• Hot Plates
• Portable Water Heaters
Also a Complete Line of Furnishings for
every room in your home

We're Thankful...

1,

"YOUR KELVINATOR DEALER" ,
TELEPHONE 587,,

IF YOI
&helot
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FOR A GENEROUS HARVEST IN A WORLD

WORK-IN AMERICA AMONG THE BEST

Sunday at 11:00 sir.
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FULL OF WANT. THAT WE LIVE AND

MONARCH
Xtre: FRUITS

FROM SNIEFLY, SWEET DISTRESS Of

Riley Furniture II
Appliance Co.

Heim
full-s

netan t ly relief from head cold
when
you put a little Va-tro-nol
in each nostril. What's metre
-it actually helps prevent
many colds from developing if
used in time! Try ill Follow
directions in package.

distress starts to come

MKS
VAIRO-NOL

Spirit, which is
Ththe
sword of
rniele
the Word of God, Is our all-powerful
weapon. Lst us not neglect to use it
We are so prone to talk about the
Bible,ito defend it, to argue for its
truths. Talking about a "sword does
not make it effective. Let's really
Pral4r is always to be counted on
Ise
aQd it is both a defensive and offAsive weapon. It keeps us in
touch with the Captain of the Lord's
hosts. We call for help, get orders
and transmit news Of vit
•.hsar
%NO prayer.

opy.mellem
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BANK of MURRAY
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,
IMISMS•••11.

a large tray filled with an artistically arranged collection- of fall
duns and vegetables making an
attractive centerpiece.
Dr. and
Sirs. Crawford ,assisted by their
spn, Phil, served their guests in
the dining room after which they
were seated at small tables in the
living rooms. Places of the ladies
were marked with corsages.
The hospitality included Dr. and
Mrs. Roane, Dr. and Mrs. R. T.
Wells, Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Carman, the Rev.
and Mrs. T. H. Mullins, Jr., Mrs.
B. 0. Langston, Phil Crawford
and the hosts. • ••
HOME DEPARTMENT
MEETS THURSDAY

ool
out
on
:ky
oide
lore

Olt

MISS EAGLE DISCUSSES
DA VINCI AT ALPHA MEETING

PACE FIVE

The BSU trio composed of
parents, MS. and Mrs. John WorkMisses _Iozetta Morris ,Alma Harkman and
Mr. and Mrs. Mallet
iris
and
Mary
Ann Trovillion, sang
"Leonardo Da Vinci—the First
Dunn.
Mrs.
M.
L.
Wells
left
Friday
for
three
numbers. The speaker for
Modern" was the topic of a very
Friday, November 29
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Neel and
her home in San Francisco, after
The marriage of Miss Martha the evening was Prof, Fred Shultz
interesting discussion
by
Miss
4RS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor
a two weeks visit with her sister sona, Gary, of Detroit, Mich., will
Clara Marie Eagle at the meeting Belle Hood and Ensign William whose subject was "My Pot of
and niece, Mr . Willie Wells and spend 'the latter part of this week
Telephone 247
of the Alpha Department 61 the Hicks Sisterhenm will be solemn- Gold."
Mrs. 0. W.
rnett. She enjoyed with their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Woman's Club
at
The Thanksgiving motif was
the
which was held ized
First Methodist
seeing many of her old friends Neel of Lynn Grove and Mr. and
church
used
Saturday
at
5:30
in
afternoon
the
o'clock
decoratio
in
ns
the
at
the
and
club
afterthe
HOMEMA
PENNY
KERS CLUB
while here, her first Visit homç in Mrs. Hallet Dunn.
house. Miss Eagle, a member of noon.
refreshment&
There were fortyDrscussis WALL PAPER
Mrs. Ed Sudhoff of Cincinnati is
15 years.
the faculty of the Fine Arts Detwo members
Monday, December 2
and four guests
the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Johnston
The Penny Homemakers Club
nd
partment of Murray State College,
The executive board of the Mur- present.
daughter. Diane. of Oak Ridge. Mrs. M. D. Holton.
• • •
met in the new home of Mrs. Jack
was introduced by Mrs. John M. ray High PTA will meet in the
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.
Norsworthy November 18 at 2 p.m.
Rowlett.
OFFICERS CLUB OF WOODMEN Tenn., were week-end guests of
home of Mrs. Joe Baker at 3:45.
tbe former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. and son, Vernon Shaw, and Miss
to receive the University of KenCIRCLE,
MEETS
NOVEMB
ER 12
Tuesday, December 3
The routine
business session
Martha Swann Shaw spentahe
R. A. Johnston.
tucky Extension lesson on "Imwas conducted by the chairman,
week-end with relatives in HickThe Woman's Association of the a The Officers Club of the
proved Practices in Wall Paper
WoodMr.
and
'Mrs. Warren Nash and
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
man.
- Presbyterian church will meet at men Cirle met Tuesday, NovemSelection," which was our mason, Warren, Jr. of Georgetown
2;30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. ber 12, alk the home of Mrs. MilDuring
the
social
hour
refreshjor project leader. Mrs. Raymond
were week-end guests of Dr, and
ments were served by the hos- T. G. Rogers near Five Points. dred Wilrnurth with Misses Voline
Workman was appointed her coMrs. Wm. G. Nash and sons. Their
There
will
be
tesses,
a
Mrs.
round
W.
table
Lewis,
D.
disad
Mrs.
R.
Clotile
Pool,
co-hcatess. daughter, Miss Betty Nash, was
The ,November meeting of the
worker for the next lessons.
on
A. Johnston, Miss Ella Weihing, cussion
"The
Ecumenical Miss Genora Hamlett, president, the
Seventeen members were pres- Home Department of the Woman's
guest of Miss Betty 'Yancey.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner _were
Church."
Miss Lydia Weihing and Mrs. R.
presided over the regular business
nt, also four visitors: Mrs. Roach. Club was held Thursday afternoon
Prof. F. D. Mellen I); the Lan- Tuesday night callers
of Mr. and
M.
Lamb.
meeting.
The
Officers
Club
of
at
the
Woodthe
club house.
Mrs. 'Harvey Parker, Mrs. Jones,
guages and Literature Department Mrs. Irvin Clayesan
• ••
and children.
men
Circle
will meet at the home
Plans were made by Mrs. Lois of Murray. State College. piresentand Mrs. Paul Cunningham. Mrs.
Following a short business
Vernerd Vaughn has bought a
of Miss Itatie Martin at 7:30.
KIRKSEY MOTHERS CLUB
Waterfield and Mrs. Martha Car- ed the college at the inatiguration truck.
Cunningham and Mrs. Chester period conducted by the chairman
,
Wednesday, December 4
HOLDS MEETING WEDNESDAY
ter, state officers, for Murray of Dr. Fred T. Mitchell, president
Chambers were welcomed as new Mrs. W. J. Gibson, a film, "AmerMrs. Dottie Garner visited Mrs.
The segular
embers.
meeting of
ica the Beautiful" was shown by
the Grove members to attend the So- of Mississippi State College at Vilda Alton arid dinighter
The Kirksey Mothers Club met
WedMurray High PTA will be held at rority Initiation and installation Starkville on Nov. 16. Prof. Mel- nesday.
Mrs. Harmon Ross, reading chair- the program committee, Mrs. A.
Wednesday, November 20, with its
of officers at Eddyville. A com- len was accompanied to Starkville
the high school at 3:15.
man, gave an interesting talk on F. Doran and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Several
around here killed hogs
president, Mrs. Kathryn Walker, in
mittee was appointed to select a by Mrs. Mellen, Mr. and Mrs. T. the past week.
Thursday, December 5
Refreshments were served by
"Why read, and how -to enjoy
charge.
slate
of
officers
Crawford
W.
for
the year of
and they were guests
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Clayton and
The American Legion and the
reading." Extension
goals were the hostesses. Mesdames William
An interesting program was enof Mrs. Mellen's sister, Miss Nan- children
Legion Auxiliary will meet at the 1947.
read- and discussed by 'Mrs. Hugh Purdom, G. B. Scott, Vester Orr,
spent Saturday
night
aoyed,
follows:
as
L. M. Overbey and Noel Melugin.
with Mr. and Mrs. Tollie Clayton.
The house was decorated with nie 'H. Rice.
club house at 6:30 p.m. for a pot
Waldrop.
America,
Song,
Beautiful
The
, luck supper
• • •
Will
Moore
flowers
Beale
Mr.
came
and
from
to
and Christmas party.
Murthe garden of Mrs.
Mrs. Charlie Clayton
LEGION AUXILIARY TO AM
led by Mrs.
Farris;
devotional
e The members donated $8.40 egg EAST SIDE HOMEMAKERS
Jeff Farris, who assisted in serv- ray from New York City to spend have moved to Paris. Mr. Clayton
neoney ato the county treasury.
IN VETERANS CHRISTMAS
reading, Mrs. Clara Cunningham;
last
CLUB
week-end with his mother was just recently discharged
MEETS
ing pumpkin pie and coffee to the
The Christmas all-day meeting
from
PROGRAM
prayer, Mrs. Autumn Ezell; talk, KENTUCKY BREAKFAST
and sister, 'Mrs. Jack Beale and the Army.
18 offieers present.
will be held December 16 in the
"Our
The
Children
in
School,"
East Side
Mrs.
FOR
_UDC
GUESTS
Homemakers
• • •
Miss Lula Clayton Beale.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
Murray Unit No. 73, American
home of Mrs. Hazel Workman. Club held an
Cornelia
Grey; reading, Mary
all day meeting Legion Auxiliary
Mr. and Mrs. Jebri Keele "of children spent Saturday night
S.S. CLASS MEETS WITH
, has been asked
All ladies in the community are on Wednesday,
The
following
with
article
appeared
Alice
Wilson;
Telephone ConversaNovember 20, at to assist in state-wid
Frankfort, have taken an apart- Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
MISS VIVIAN HALE
e drives for
igetated.
and
the home of Mrs. Prentice Overtion, Lillian §uiter; Thanksgiving in a recent issue of the Jackson,
ment
with
Mrs. Ola• Newman, 605 daughter.
veterans Christmas programs.
After'business session and les- bey.
Pryer, Evelyn Kirkland; variety Miss., Daily -News:
Members of the Young Busi- Olive street. Mr. Keele
Miss Catherine Jean
A special drive for the Toy and
was conThe Kentucky delegation to the ness Women's
con the young hostess served deSanders
of numbers by the Glee Club
Mrs. Rupert Lassiter presided
class of the First nected with the highway depart- celebrated her
Gift Shop at Outwood Hospital
birthday Sunday,
lightful refreshments.
sponsored by Mrs. Thomas; roll General United Daughters of the Baptist Church, of which Mrs.
over the meeting, and the devoA. ment in Frankfort. and is now
ovember'24.
will furnish gifts for the veterans
• •
tion was led by Mrs. Eugene Shipcall and reading of minutes, Sarah Confederacy convention will be G. Outland is the teacher, met employed
as a bookkeper with a
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner
to send their families. The Murguests
at
MURRAY LEGION AND
a
breakfast
spent
Wednesda
ley. Mrs. Curtis Hayes and Mrs.
y, Tuesday evening at the home
Ross; business, Mrs. Kathryn Walof local tobacco floor. Mrs. Keele is Saturday night with Mr. and
ray Unit is asked to send four
Novembe
r
AUXILIARY ENTERTAIN
20,
in
Mrs.
the
Memorial Miss Vivian Hale for a
ker.
J. D. Wall gave the lesson on wall
covered
the
sister of Reuben Falwell.
Crien Bucy and daughter.
gifts suitable for wives of veterRoom of the Robert E. Lee Hotel, dish
Refreshments were served
treatment. A covered dish lunch
supper
by
and
Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Lennis Ward left
About 200 persons, including
Miss Emily Townley was buried
ans and six gifts for their fathers.
was served at noon.
Mrs. Dotty Lou Cloys and Mrs. given by Mrs. Warren S. Swann, party.
today
Wednesday) for Chicago Sunday. Funeral services
veterans
Mrs. C. W. Maloney, Toy and Gift
World Wars I and II,
ex-president of the Kentucky Diwere
Robbie Washer.
There were fourteen present inThe meeting was presided over arid Sterling, Ill, to visit relatives. held at tie home.
their
wives and families, were
Shop Chairman, suggests scarfs,
cluding two pew members, Mrs.
The next meeting will be held vision, who is complimenting Mrs. by. the
Mr.
and
president
Mrs.
guests of the Murray Unit NumMilton
. Mrs. Vernon
George Price, Clay,
hose, aprons, nut and fruit bowls,
Lamb
spent Sunday
Joe Hargis and Mrs. John Outland.
December 18 at 1:30 p.m. and John M. Wilcox, President Gen- Wilson.
Miss Rachael Rowland Ky., will arrive in Murray Wed- night with Mr. and Mrs.
ber 73, Anterican Legion and the
trays, etc. for women, and ties,
WilThe next meeting will be with
Christmas gifts will be exchanged. eral, and Mrs. Clarence M. Ben- led the.
devotional period, and Miss nesday to spend the Thanksgiving burn Clayton and sons.
auxiliary Friday evening at the
handkerchief& gloves, ear
sox.
Mrs. Hunter Love.
The Kentuckians. also Mr. and nett, President of the Kentucky Marilyn Mason
holiday
with
Mr.
clubhouse with open house.
her
parents,
and
entertain
muffs,
Mr.
ed
etc.
Mrs.
for
men.
and
With
Zolon
Clayton and
• • -•
Mrs. Williams, comedians, will Division.
a reading.
Mrs. J. B. Farris.
son of Milan. Tenn., spent
The other drive to which the
Wildan Berry, veteran or World BETTY YANCEY
Mrs. Robert Wright of Columbia,
the
present a program in the Hazel
AND BILL
Mr.
and
week
Mrs.
-end with Mr. and Mrs Bun
local unit is lending aid is the
Eugene Sh
A social hour was enjayed,
War Inpa commander of the Mur- ROWLETT a
S. C., Miss Edith Brockett, Seattle,
High SchoeLeagglaturiauzi Sat
lagNORED
the night,Voiem
-rurniasc 'arid Mar—Gem* Will- kgMTF.ENTH BIRTHDAY
n
Mrs.
— her 30.
•
the week-end in Greenville, Miss.,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Lamb were
Yanks , Who Gave. This will inVaughan, of Jalkson, are included
iams is prisident orthe auxiliary.
• • •
The Round Pond Homemakers with Mrs.
Shipley's sister, Mrs. Sunday night callers of. Mr. arid
clude
gifts
for
hospitali
zed
Mr.
vetand
In the guest list.
Various forms of
Mrs. A. F. Yancey and
amusement
Club in Simpson county is coops'- Fulton
LYNN Gal'OVE P.TA. HOLDS
Young and family.
Mrs. Herbert Alton and children.
This will be one of the many de- rating with the
Mrs. John M. Rowlett erans, and the number of articles NOVEMBER MEETING
ere furnished during the even- Mr. and
Farm Bureau in
Mr. and Mrs. 'Milburn Dunn of
lightful affairs planned for the establishing a
g, ad refreshments, consisting entertained on Saturday evening. requested from the Murray Unit
—Brownie
water system for Detroit. Mich., will
spend the
The Lynn Grove P.T.A. met delsgates during the week.
*/ soft drinks and candies, were Nov. 23, at the Woman's Club in is ten. Suggestions include books.
trfr local school.
Thanksgi
ving holidays with their
• • •
honor of their• daughter and son, toiletries, tee shirts handkerchiefs, Wednesday afternoon for its reggiprved.
READ'TUE CLASSIFIEDS!
• • •
Betty Yancey and Rill 11,,wlett. pipes, lighters .cigarettes. etc. Ed- ular monthly meeting in the ,vis- REGULAR MEETING OF' THE
Clever invitations bade the guests die. Cantor will again this year, ual education room with the pres- WOODMEN -CIRCLE HELD
. AND MRS. ROANE
NORED GUESTS AT DINNER to the "celebration of 'the six- in his nation-wide radio program, ident, Mrs. Otis Workman preThe regular meeting of the
teen candles" and this theme was publicize the need for continued siding.
.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford developed
Circle
met
at
the
Clifton
Mrs.
Key, treasurer, Woodmen
in the decorations. Va- ai;pport of this program, and again
were hosts at dinner at their ried entertai
nment was furnished urge the general public to co- made a financial report. Mrs. Paul Woman's Club House Thursday,
horna Saturday evening honoring during 'the
Mrs. Cleatus Byrd November 14, at 7:30 o'clock. Mrs.
evening, and a display operate with local posts and units Canter and
Dr .,nd Mra Prod Roane of Her- ofgave reports on the fall confer- Mavis Hurt, guardian. presided.
tagesiies was featured. De- of ,,this department.
tea,
Texas.
The Murray Unit asks the sup- ence held in the Lynn Grove High Four new members were favorabThe
occasion lightful
refreshments including
r.cht together a few former punch and
ly balloted upon.
Plans for a
individual cakes deco- port of the citizens of Murray School auditorium.
I. and
and Calloway County.
neighbors , of Mrs. rated with tiny lighted
Monthly program topics for the covered dish dinner were made
Anyone
candles
the former Mrs. Jessie were served.
who wishes to make a donation year and the leaders responsible for the December meeting. Miss
In.
I
. -tan. sister of Dr. Crawford.
Those present were: Betty Yan- of money or a gift may leave for each program were announced Oneida , Ahart, president of the
The Thanksgiving motif
was cey and Dale Riggins; Joyce Rus- same at Claude Anderson's office by Mrs. Dulcie Douglas. Plans sorority, made a motion that they
throughout the sumptuous sell and Bill
in the Courthouse ,and they will were formulated at this meeting put on a Beauty Contest to select
Rowlett; Bettie Nash
The dining room table of
be turned over to Mrs. Claude An- for a Christmas party and tree a msscot for their sorority. Each
Georgetown
and
Winthrop
s especially beautiful with an Hobson; Anne
derson. rehabilitation chairman of for the P.T.A. members and their girl/ sponsor a junior, the contest
Lowry and ,sill
ported embroidered cloth, and Rudolph;
Kathleen Key and J. R. the Murray Unit, for the proper families on Wednesday evening. ending at the December meeting
with crowning her Queen.
December 18.
Story: Evelyn Ahart and Gus Rob- distribution.
• • •
A wedding gift for Mrs. Jessie
After
the
party,
ertson;
the
group
Jackie
will
War
and Alfred
VETERANS
be entertained with a film, "My Houston was selected and to be
Lassiter; Joanne Shroat and Vester POTTERTOWN HOMEMAKERS
Approved free training under
presented to her at the Eddyville
f 'lend Flicka."
Orr; Anna Lee Crass and Eli Al- MEET WITH MRS. COOPER
the G. I. Bill of Rights
The November program theme meeting.
exander-, Charlotte
Roberts and
Complete information on request
The
Pottertown
Homemakers
All officers were present and
was "Laying Firm Foundations for
Chad Stewart: Betty Smith and held a regular
TOLER'S BUSINESS COLLEGE
meeting on Nothe attendance was good
Mrs.
Education
."
Mrs.
Walter
Huron
Jeffrey
Shacklef
ord;
Barbara vember 21 at the home of Mrs. R.
Paris. Tennessee
reviewed Dr. Seay's Report on Lois Waterfield and Mrs. Martha
Downs and Carl Shroat; Hilda L. Cooper with
.13 members presCarter were present.
Education in Kentucky.
ent.
The president, Mrs. J. A.
The attendance prize was awardAt the conclusion of the proOutland. pnesided over the busigram, delicious refreshments con- ed a! Mrs. Sid Boggess.
ness session.
• • •
The lesson for the month, "Wall sisting of coffee and cherry pie
topped with whipped cream Were LYDIAN S.S. CLASS MEETS
Treatment." was given by the
WITH MRS. HALE
major project leaders, Mrs. May- served by group three in the
nard Ragsdale and Mrs. R. L. school cafeteria. The tables held
The Lylian S. S. Class of the
attractive arrangements of small
Cooper.
First Baptist Church met last
pumpkins, fruits, and vegetables
Thanksgiving games were led
Tuesday evening with Mrs. Brad by Mrs. Roar Boatwright, recrea- as central decorations.
burn Hale with members of Group
• • •
tion leader.
II as cohostesses. The president
ZETAS
HEAR
MISS
WEIHING
Mrs. R. L. Cooper who attended
Mrs. W. C. Elkins, was in charg,
the •.Kentucky Recreation WorkThe Zeta Department of the of the busin
meeting. and th,
shop held in Berea recently
led by Mrs. Pa'
re- Woman's Club met last Thursday devotion
ported on the meeting. She
said evening at the club house
Miss Hackett.
that this was the first such work- Ella Weihing was
the speaker and in-secis(prl,
shop held in this state and
that brought an interesting message on
plans are being made to make
it "mice and Race Prejudices." Mrs
an annual event for people
who Torn Haden, chairman, presided
are
interested in
better
Refreshments were served by
community recreation.
the
a
hostesses, Mendames
Sam
The next meeting will be on De- Goodman. James C.
And Your Strength and
Williams and
cember 19 in the home of
Mrs. John T. Irvan. Mrs, James A.
Energy Is Below Par
Clayburn McCuiston.
Shuck was a visitor.
It may be caused by disorder of kid• • •
(*minion
that permits paler-mous
ney'
•• •
waste to accumulate. For truly many
WOMAN'S CLUB DEPARTMENTS B. AND P. W. CLUB
people
feel
tired,
weak arid miserable
MEETS
wihn the kidneys fail to remove ...ahem
PLAN JOINT XMASOMEETING AT HOTEL
•Nas and other waste matter from the
bleed.
All departments of the Murray
You may suffer nagging b•ekaehe,
The Business and Professional
rheumatic
pains, headscheu. dizziness,
Woman's Club will meet for,
getting up nights, leg jiainc swelling.
a Women's Club held a dinner meetjoint Christmas program on
Sometimes frequent •n 'cant)
, urinaing
at
the National Hotel last
the
tion with smarting and burning is anevening of December 13 at the Thursday
other sign that something le wrong with
evening.
IF YOU RAKE AT HOME- a!ei can make
the kidneys or bladder.
dab house. This will take the
Following a short business sesThere should be no doubt that prompt
delicious bread any time, at a moment's notice
place of the December business sion conducted
treatment Is whet than neglect. Use
by
the
president
,
Doaa's
Pals. It is.better to rely on a
with laleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast.
meeting and the regular depart- Mrs. R. H Thurman.
Mrs Garnett
medicine that ham won eountrywide apmental meetings, except where Jones. chairman of the
proval tying' on something tem favorably
Always dependable ---- laleischnumn's Fast
Internaknown. how's have been tried and testspecial Christmas parties
Riming keeps fresh for weeks on your pantry
have tional Relations Committee. ined many years. Are at all drug stores.
Get Data'. today.
been
schedule
d for the depart- troduced Miss Mayrelle Johnson
shelf—ready for quick action whenever you
ments.
who spoke on "The Eclipse of the
want it. Just dissolve according to directions!
MRS. ETHEL KEY
A splendid pr.ogrrp _is twin
111_ on the package. Get Fleischmannai Fast
MISS Li- IF. WATSON
woilced out with members front
Covers were laid for 33 memRising Dry Yeast iciday. At your grocer's.
each department taking part.
bers.

S0Ck

n's
ioinadng.

Todd and Joe Cable.
Wanda Farmer and Jerry Williams; Letitia. lataupin and Jimmie
Klapp; Wanda James and Ronald
Churchill, Jr.; Betty West and Oliver McLemore; Betty
Thurman
and William Hughes; Janice Blalock and Jackie Miller; Sue Workman
and
Harold
Mill& Sue
Hughes and Charles Tolley; Phyllis Farmer and Bill Thurman; Betty
Caraway and Bob
Parker
Wade; Anne Adams and Stanley
Shelton; Carolyn Vaughan
and
Jimmy Ramsey; Jean Wisehart
and Lee Ross Melugin; Jacqueline
Sharberough and Joe Pacer . Joanne Hendon and Pete Purdom;
Anne Woods and Billy Joe Crass;
Olene Wilson and John Paul Butterworth; Norma Farris and William Smith; Marion Copeland and
Rupert Parks; Anna Ruth BillingIon and
Gene Guerin; Tummy
Parker, Harry Smith, Terry Grant.
Sam Elliott, William McElrath,
William Hopkins, Larry Harris.
The hosts were assisted in entertaining by Mrs. John Ryan,
Miss Margaret Graves, Dr. and
Mrs. A. M. Wotfson, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Rowlett, Mrs. C. S. 1-0waY,
Miss Carrie Allison and Seiburn
White.
• • •

• LOCALS'

Social Calendar

Buchanan News

or

•

4,,

F

AFTER
THANKSGIVING
SALE
OF

COATS, SUITS. HATS
DRESSES

1

No more warty

ABOUT YEAST GETTING STALE!

SWEAANDTERS

Many lovely items of clothing, smart and
will be placed on sale

When 'Your
Back Hurts-

BE SURE TO COME AND SELECT AN OUTFIT FOR
THE HOLIDAY SEASON AHEAD

•
Fleischniann's fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps
full-strength for Weeks on your pantry shelf

YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET A USEFUL
CHRISTMAS GIFT AT A BARGAIN

Murray Fashion Shoppe

DOAN'S Pi LLS

SOCK & BUSKIN PRESENTS ON DECEMBER 5 and 6

:

8:15

•

THE VICTORIAN THRILLER
Oil
etc

•

"ANGEL STREET"
"You must take my word for it that this is a play worth going to.

"A

masterpiece of suspense.-New Yorker Magazine,

Newsweek Magazine.

-TICKETS ON SALE NEXT WEEK . .. Sock and Buskin Members or Bill Wilson, Business Meag
er

COPY NWED
aaael111—

fertc m5s

•

gm,
•

r

-vavormarrearlicif
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iCLAiSIFIED ADS

2c

per

word, minimum charge

FOR SALE-New Electrolux cleaner Has never-been unpacked. Address your inquiry to P. 0. Box
lp
32. Murray. Ky.

linic Overflows

No Waiting

CALLOWAY COUNTY SELECTED
AS LOCATION FOR IRON LUNG

H. M. West, Chief Petty Officer
Clinic
The Houston.b1cDevitt
In Charge, Navy Recruiting Sta..,
found its nursery with far more
tion, Union City. Tenn., annuurictig•
advance for each insertion.
FOR SALE-One circulating heat- babies than it could accommodate
that effective immediately there
er in good shape: looks like new. on Friday of last week.
is an unlimited quota assigned for
listed
are
babies
following
The
and
heater
water
hot
Also one oil
the enlistment of Apprentice Seanursery:
the
to
vadmitted
as
tali Will sell at a bargain. See
men for general service, and ApDana Grey Giddens, November
Nelse Waggoner at call 448-W. lp
Murray Marble & (Marine Works.
prentice Seamen (Electronic Tech21. Dr. and Mrs. Herbert G. GidEast Maple St, near Depot Telenican's Mate) ages 17 through 30
Tenn.
Puryear,
furnished
dens,
nicely
for
RENT-Tao
watch
FOR
wrist
SALE-687.50
FOR
D
Oibie
L
ind
White
see
Porter
121
phone
PICKING
FOR CORN
New York Company
in the Regular Navy, this means
Jimmie Allen Taylor, November
lp Outland. Managets.
tif bed rooms, gentlemen preferred, $45.00. Perfect condition. See WilCulver at Dexter.
Fails In Attempt
that no waiting list for enlistment
near court square, convenient to ton Fort at Economy Grocery. lp 19, Mr and Mrs. John Frank TayTo Collect $59,000
will be maintained and that all
lor, Murray.
bath, hot water all time, furnace
PIANOS TUNED and REPAIRED WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
100
house.
men eligible and whose preenlist5-room
SALE
FOR
lp
Fredda Kay Tucker, November
by Buell Bone, with the Harry Ed- ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A. heat. Telephone 164
ex-The
22
Nov.
Ky.,
Paducah,
ment papers are complete will be
acres. Good outbuildings. All or
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tucker,
wards Piano Company, Paducah. Pool & Co Phone-60
tensive Federal Court case of Al- enlisted immediately.
part-William Steivart. Faxon lp Murray.
Telephone
St.
Birth
S.
808
Ky.
lied, Hosiery Sales Company. New
Ronnie Lynn Wood. November
D19p,
4431.
with
York, versus Murray Hosiery Mill
FOR SALE-65-acre._ farm
19. Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Wood, MurTen farmers in Logan county
dairy barn, new house; 2 miles
came to an end Friday, with the
ray.
purchased 3.000 Hampshire-RamCtiWANTED H A I fl REMOVED
conLOST--Gold rim glasses, on square west of Lynn Grove on highMurray
the
directing
jury
Lowell 'Thomas Key, Novemboullet lambs to be sold as ewe'
from face, arms, ar.d legs by the ONCE A WEEK give your intes- last Tuesday Reward-Joe Irvan.
D5p
cern to `pay the sales company
way
ber 18, Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Key,
in the spring.
modern. method of Electrolysis - tinal tract e good drenching with
lp
Adams Shoe Store
$877.90.
approved by physicians. This Fentone. A fine laxative-mild.
FOR SALE-Tabacco stalks, cheap. Murray.
The jury actually found for the
method at permanent and pain- effective Contains Sodium Phos- LOST-Yellow and white bird dog, -McKinney and Guerin Tobacco
Homer Flenoy Barrow, NOvemconcern, however, since missed after returning the verdIcl
1p ber 17, Mr. and
.
Murray
less Cyrene WilLams, R N, Phone phate, Sodium Sulfate, Iron Ci- English setter. Answers to name Co., South Fourth.
Mr.a. Finis Baroperators had admitted
mill
the
_S28
162-W
IN MEMORY
row, Dexter,
trates, and other standard drugs of "Bing." Phone I164-J. Rethree-day trial that
the
during
OldsTRADE-1941
OR
SALE.
David Noel Jarman, November
1 p FOR
listed in the U. S. Pharmachrea. ward.
In loving memory of out de. the
company
sales
the
owed
they
Hazel,
111EN1081aLS
mobile. See Robert Cook,
19, Rev. and Mrs. Roberti Jarman.
*Caution: Use as directed. On sale
C. W. Carsw
$87790 as commissions for 1944 husband and father,
D5p Murray.
Calloway County Monument'ComKy.
in Murray at Holland-Hart Drug
who passed away one year ag
MILLER
service.
CLAUDE
pany. Vester A. Orr, sales manaLarry Dale Herndon, NovemJan 23c
Store
December 2. 1945.
FOR SALE-White range wood or
ger. Phone M. West Main Street
Claude Miller, chairman f the Violation Claimed.
ber
17, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas
Dear Dad, we miss you so today
coal stove. Practically new. 423
IS
$58.Extended.
sought
ParalyCalloway County Infantile
The New York firm
and S. Ninth. Can be seen after 5 00 Herndon, Hazel.
Just one year ago you went away
---- ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE-All CUT FI.OWERS. CORSAGES
hosiery
Ben Thomas Hogancamp, No- sis Fund Drive, has announced that 954.42, claiming that the
holding claims against the FUNERAL DFSIGNS-Huie Flow- pm.
We know you're in a happy clime,
lp
STREAMEiNFD WRECKER SER- persons
vember 21, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas he has recently received a letter mill had violated a -1937 contract Where all is peace and joy subTremor) L Cohoon. de- er Shop, South 15th Street. Phone
VICE New .equipment. 2N-hour. estate of
serve
firm
sales
the
of
Chapter
the
Kentucky
that
the
from
providing
Il FOR SALE-Warm Morning heat- Hogancamp, Benton.
ceased, will please present same. 479.
lime
fast, dependable Wrecker Service
Danny Kay Lawrence, Novem- National Fund that Calloway Coun- for a 10-year period as exclusive We see you beckoning us to come. 4
before
er: pipes included: good condition.
Charges reasonable. Day phone properly proven, on or
promill's
P.
H.
the"
6
Meecury
for
site
FOR SALE-New
selling agent for
Priced to sell. 303 N. 14th St. ber 22, Mr. and Mrs. Edward ty has been selected as the
To the home Christ prepared for
Night phone 424--Porter Mo- January 1, 1947. for payment: and
outboard motor-Kirk A. Pool & Phone 326-J
an iron lung.
ducts.
1 p Boone Lawrence, Murray.
His own;
tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and all. persons owing the estate id
N24c
Co. Phone 00.
The Murray comany contended
Danny Mac Dunn. November 22,
The bringing-of this equipment
IS Tremon L. Cohoon. deceased, will
Where suffering, sorrows, and trials
, Service.
the
Morning Mr. and Mrs.
violated
Warm
SALE-Good
corporation
FOR
sales
the
William E. Dunn, to Calloway County will be the re---- please see me at once and make FOR SALE-53 acres land. 3-room heater, used one winter, in first
sore,
down on its
sult of the work of the Murray contract by falling
Will be ended, and known to us no.
fiTTENTION FARMERS & settlement. .This the 18th day of house, electric lights and refriger- class condition. See R. A. Myers. Murray.
general
in
promises
contractural
Charles Nelson Mayfield, No- Rotary Club. the Calloway County
more.
STOCK MEN -- Dead horses, November. 1946-George Hart. ad- ator; well, pond, tobacco barn and 413 South 9th St.
commissions
lp vember 21, Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Health Department and the Hous- and was "asking for
cows and hogs removed promptly, ministrator of Tremon L Cohoon. other outbuildings
With friends and loved ones, we'll
Price $2.500.
made."
never
it
sales
on
was
idea
The
Mayfield,
Murray.
Clinic.
D5c
ton-McDevitt
deceased.
free of charge in steel bed truckS
all be there,
Two miles from Brewer and HarDavid Paul Garland, November originated by members of the Counter Claim
SALE-Team of good smooth
Call collect. Phone 591-Mr Eire
To join the saints and angels fair.
din highway near John Jones FOR
was
case
mill's
the
in
Included
T. 22, Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Garland, Murray Rotary who started the
work mules. See J
Vance. Murray. Ky.. agent for Ky. GROCERS and •BUTCHERS-Meat store
We'll meet you Dad, round the
Also a sawmill. See or mouth
a counter-claim for $26.000 in lost
D5c Benton.
cases, walk-in and reach-in cooldrive.
Implement Co.
Animal- By-Products Co.
great white throne.
write Hughie Ross, Benton, Ky., Taylor
as
$44,000
and
profits"
Brenda Kay Wells. Mr. and Mrs.
The iron lung. according to Dr. "potential
---- ers, electric slicers and grinders. Route 3.
Christ shall come to claim
When
N28p FOR SALE-Marquette home freeze
The
loss."
Radford Wells. Murray.
Robert W. Hahs, local physician, an alleged "operating
•
POST Wirt_ As soon all.avallable scales. cash registers. chicken
His own.
accused.
Implecompany
Taylor
at
the
loss,
them
See
170,000
boxes.
lodelivalready
of
immediate
nine
ling
for
etc.
pickers.
will be one of the
we will have a complete
FOR SALE-Few good used pianos.
and children.
sales firm's Sadly missed by wife
D5c
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance. ery Buy in small town and save Prices reasenable Good condition. ment Co.
cated in Kentucky. The equipment was the result of the
promas
sales
handle
to
failure
- We are as near -A B. Beale & Son.
will be installed in the Clinic by
N28c
also complete line of Gas applian- the difference
FOR SALE-Typewriter desks, oak.
ces to be used with Shellane Bot- you as your telephone"-Graham
quest of the Kentucky Chapter to ised in the contract.
sideone
on
drawers
head,
droptled Gas Purdoin Hardware, North Egerton Company... Cada_ Ken- FOR SALE- New 30. 40. and 55
assure proper care and trained per- Claim Amended
D19c
Kirk A. Pool & Co
The suit was filed by Bernard
'Ed. Note. Unsigned letters have sonnel However, the lung will be
D12c gallon electric ,water heaters-A.
5th Street
tucky. 153-..1!.
• N28c
been received by the editor. We available to any doctor in the coun- Lichten and others against H J.
-- - B. Beale & Son.
Fenton and G. W. Jones. Murray.
cannot print letters to the editor ty. Hahs said.
GINGER SEWING MACHINE rep- HUNTERS TAKE NOTICE-AnyFOR SALE-Lumber, stove wood.i
and Louis „Robe', Padu_cah,_doing
t
are... signed. The., Vented at $1.800. Ste new Ian
reseintatiee-a-Pasisicah
unless. they
etkieach. Thursday sit -4be teen's or W A Key's land will be slabs:. sawdust. .A+1
i
Murrv
writer's name will not be printed will be an invaluable piece of •usiness as Murray Hosiery Mill.
sawmill.
sevFIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO prosecuted .for tresspassing with- and get it-Nance Bros.
if so requested)
equipment and will be available in The original claim ---amnded
filthe
was
after
p Take New-Concord H,ghway. iurn
suit
months
eral
SUPPLY STORE We are equip- out consent of owners
To the Editor of The
require
ich
.
ed!
case of emergencies
north on gravel road at New Hope
ed-was for $5,000.
•••
repair ar.s: make machine.
Ledger and Times:
use.
its
does
Br.imley
NOTICE -James
N28p
church for half mile
The case was the only one listed
Free estimates given, all work
High School Teachers
house cleaning Located on North OPEN LETTER TO THE STREET
for trial by jury during the Noguaranteed. All calls.arnade prevAsk
Students
And
in
tractor
Fmall
M
county.
Roy Craig of Robertson
lp FOR SALESecond and Chestnut Sts
COMMISSIONER
vember term, so jurors ,weite disiously will be taken care of promTwo Weeks Off
fine condition. Mounted on steel
One of the, first things I heard cooperating with County Agent J.
if NOTICE-Radio and appliance re- Call or write Oron Rowlett. Rt 1.
ptly For service call 135
about T. Cochran, has eight -varietitt_o1
Murray High School will have when I came to Murray
pair at Ray Maddox's Workshop. Bumpus Mills. Tenn.
N28p
grasses growing In one field.
Murray
attend
to
ago
two
months
this
vacation
a long Christmas
F
D5p
N
that
was
College
Teachers
State
School will close Friday.
FOR SALE- 5-room house with year.
EXPERT TUNING
more this blur on its record. A few
rsentucky"' had
basement and upstairs. furnace_ December 20 and reopen Monday, "Murray.
JACKSON MUSIC COMPANY
the surface of this street.
Lot 75x150 Sell complete with January 6. 1947. The first semes- paved streets than any other town trips over
with • grader is all that is need418 Ky Ave. Paducah
furniture and electrical appliances. ter will end January 17 and the of its size in the South. I agree.
of second semester begins January as a whole Murray has wonderful ed. Surely that isn't asking too
/ WANT TO BUY typewrners. add- or without-G R. Jones at end
streets; but Murray also has one much.
WANTED- Itattassisa -to rebuild.
Miller Avenue
113 20.
and
reirolers
cran
machines.
ing
Yours truly,
We will rick up your old matThe two weeks for Christmas of the worst streets I have ever
A.
Kirk
furniture.
office
osed
.
tresses arl make them new Joe Crupie
FOR SALE-150 used 2x4's--8 feet holidays was decided upon as a driven over-that street is North
plume
Paris Mattress Co. G S Jackson, Pool, 509 Main St, es
long $4 per hundred. See M M result id a balloting by the fac- 14th street.
• ••
118 E Wa.hington St_ Parts. Tenn ' M.
lp
One would think that a city
White. Green Plains.
ulty and class officers of the High
Phone 979-W day phone 3
tI AVON PRODUCTS. Inc needs one
pupils which took such pride in its
SALE-Warm Air coal heat- School The teachers and
FOR
Can
representative in Murray
to 1 in favor of a long streets would do something about
ers. 100 lbs capacity Save a third voted 2
(„isilv carp $100 per hour and
recess
Christmas
necessitating
Special price $44 50et*
on fuel
mare Can use a representative in
school holding one week aster in
Will pity cash delivered
Appliance
and
Furniture
Riley
300 popFri. and Sat., Nov. 29 - 30 any surrourid!ng town of
lc the spring. The school term for
Phone S.
29
24-PHONES
or more Write irnmed- Co
1946 and 47 will close May El. one
fieavy Hens
27c
,t. ly to Box 40. Owensboro FOR SALE- Good 3-room house day earlier than last year.
Leghorn Hens
23c Ky
cottee. strong Pilgrim.
N28pc
with front and closed in back
5.
Spring Chickens
25c
fresh ground. lb.
27c
Garage and 1 1-2 acre
porch
75c
Fancy Bulk Peaberry. lb.
Stags
20c
Located on
new fence
land
Canova ('otfee. glass Jar. lb.
Cocks
...... 15c
North Highway just out of town
4ac
Cariova Coffee in tin
Turkeys
For information ask at
32c
$2500
Chase and Sanborn Coffeele
Ducks
15.c 'ORSAGF.S CUT FLOWF.FLS and Rickman's Grocery
93e
2-1b. glass jar
Roosters
15c FUNERAL DESIGNS-Hum Flow- FOR SALE-Whizzer motor bike in'
411c
Tin. lb.
er Ship, South 15th St. Phone
44c
Ergs
40e
Phone 47l-M, or
Del Monte Coffee. glean
good condition
'
479.
ReArmy
Poland.
.US
S-Sgt.
•
Highest Market Price for !
1p
50c
Kaffee Haig or banks. lb.
see Charles Lamb
has
cruiting
Station.
Paducah.
•
'• Hides
SKI-HI STOPS RUNNING FITS in
5k
English Walnuts, large. lb
dogs or the price refunded $1 00 FOR SALE-41-tube Silvertone bat- these statements to make. In orSOc
Small. lb
if it cures Nothing if it fails At tery radio S 11th St extended- der that the Regular Army and Paper Shell Pecans. lb.
•
1 p the public might have a more mu.1"
N28p James D McClure
Sci. 13th St.
$1.35
Phone 441 ' your drug story
Pecan Meats, lb.
tual understanding.
Pound
HOME GROWN
Flour, 25 pounds "If 'you remember in World War
$1 45
Guaranteed. Plain
I. 17 months elapsed between the
$1,511
Guaranteed. Self-Rising
formal declaration of war and the
Omega. 25 lbs.
Pint
EXTRA SELECTS
launching of the first major Amer$1.65
Star Best. was $t 75. now
ican effort: in World War II we
Tasty Biscuit, nice print bag,
had 40 months to get ready for
....... 61.65
was $1.75. now'
Pound
CENTER CUTS
the full-scale Normand,' cam 390 sad up
Flour. 5 lbs.
The time lag in the event
paign
Me
lbs.
II
of another war will be measured
alLnecessary high quality ingredients for best egg production,
Sorghum. qts
?lie and Mr
Pound
not 'in months but in hours. We
ii rninePalor vitamin deficiency in flocks when feeding Standard Mash
SI 25
Half gallons
must
be
not
caught
unprepared.
made
EXTRA: fltie bag in each ton contains a coupon good for a hand
• $1 65
Gallon... dark
"Since the Army lives on the
$1.95
hiekory egg basket. a $3.00 value. We knew you would need the basket
Bright
public's money, exists for the pub61.55
ASII.
NI
55c
LAYING
Old KY 7100". "b• qts
aiti-ywity after feeding ROSS' STANDARD
NICE PICNIC HAMS, Cellophane Wrapped, lb.
lic's protection and drafts or en10c
Red Winesap Apples. lb.
lists its personnel foam the public.
55c
CUSTOM GRINDING and MIXING EVERY DAY
BEEF STEAK, choice Govt. Graded, lb.
48c
C'essiberrles, lb.
it is a public institution.
15c
head
Large
Lettuce.
e.111151M1
42c
'Your Regular Ary still has some
BEEF CHUCK ROAST, choice Govt. Graded, lb.
40c
Oranges, large. dozen
good investments to offer young
lie
Persey's Pie Filling. pkg.
$1.10
CHEESE, VELVETA, 2-1b. box.
men who are qualified
The lat- Hostess Fruit Cake. lb.
Telephone- 101
• MURRAY, KY.
39e
110 N. 3rd St.
est
ones are 'Bandsmen'
and Hostess Gift Fruit ('she,
42c
PORK ROXST, lb. .
NEVER PAY 1()11,E.: AT ROSS FEED STORE
"Counter Intelligence. Corps'. Good
$1.25
3 lbs. 3 en*.
pay and good living
15c
ORANGES, FLORIDA LARGE,2 lbs. for '
Me
Peter Pan Peanut Butter, et.
"See Your .Recruiting Officer
35e
Pint Johnston's
Today." 29 Federal Building, Pa10c
GRAPEFRUIT, TEXAS PINK, large, each
2114.
Jane Good. 12 oz.
ducah. or Sub-Stations. 19 Post$4.25
Egli Mash. IN lbs.
lb.
22c
FRESH COCOANUTS,
office Bldg.' Mayfield and Court
114.35
100 Ms_ in fancy print
House Bldg. I basemen t . Prince$1.25
III lbs. Meat Salt ...
lb.
STEWARTS,
1
63c
NO.
PECANS,
ton. Ky,
Morten's Sugar Cure. 7 1-2 oz. 75c
59c
WALNUTS, LARGE DIAMOND BRAND, lb.
Colton's. made of Ohio River
READ THE _CLASS/III:DM
111.011
• Salt, le lbs.
59c
BRAZIL NUTS, lb.
Figaro - 10 Ass Sugar Cure 70e
Owner
AUDREY W. SIMMON
'Economical to use this formula
25c
APPLES, FANCY WINESAP, 2 lbs.
rather than four ware.SALES
sugar stamps
51Ie
The directors of the HAR- Tenderquick. 2 1-2 lbs.
$151
Morton's Gan
RIS GROVE TELEPHONE Security Dog Feed. lba..... $2.55
23.50
No. 1 Veals
, COMPANY are requested to
SALES REPORT FOR NOV. 26, 1946
30r
lbs.
18.00
No, 2 Veals
meet at Harris Grove SAT- I Swift's Jewel Shortening.
626
.
1
sold
Total head
4.00- 17.00
Throwouts
$1.211
URDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 3-1b. carton
MEATS
1946, at 1:30 p.m. for the
GOOt1 QUality Fat Steers 15.0d- 19.00
Ile
purpose of employing an Pure Lard. lb.
HOGS
1&0ót.19.7.
55c
hy Beeves
operator for the year L.7. White Salt Sides. lb.
47c
1 lb. Chili Bricks or Cups ..
24.75
10.00- 14.00
180 to 300 pounds
Fat Cow;
lIe
Oysters, large. pint
22.60 Down
Sows
Marvin Parks. tres.
$7.15
6.50.- 9.50.
2-11s boxes cheese
Canners and Cutters
. •
Grade-A Beef. Chickens, Hens.
E. E. SMITH, Sec.
hulls
Cheese Relish Spread. Weiner,.
sis
10.09- 16.30
bansage and Boiling Meat
Stock ('attle
BRING YOUR STOCK IN
PLeASE
Anyone who wishes to op- PAY in cash to producers for
Milk Cowsi, per. head • 5000-150.W
BY 1:00'O'CLOCK
45e
Eggs'
erate the board, send in your
bid or be- present' at that We 51JY Lard. Bacon. White
Peas
time.
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in

MONUMENTS

Services Offered

.1/

MURRAY HOSIERY
MUST PAY $877.90

For Rent

Lost and Found

Notices

For Sale

•

Ir.

Letter To Editor

to

Only 21 Days
Before Lions Club
DUCK DERBY

MURRAY FACULTY
VOTES VACATION

Wurlitzer Pianos

2

Wanted

Thurs., Dec. 12
Murray High Gym'

I

ts

LOOK!

Cranberries,
12-oz. pkg. . . 45c

LOOK!

Swann's Grocery

Lettuce, 2 heads
35c
for

Miscellaneous, -

Army Recruiter
Says Service Is
'Good Opportunity

Fresh Tomatoes,
25c
pound

1

Boggess Produce Co

THAN

17c

Celery, Jumbo,
18c
stalk

59`
89`
89`
55`

DRESSED HENS
OYSTERS
TENDERIZED HAM
PURE PORK COUNTRY SAUSAGE

OUR SPECIAL "STANDARD" 20 Per Cent Protein
LAYING MASH
$4.35 per 100 pounds
In Pretty Print Bags

Sn-

Bananas, large
fruit, lb.

FEASTING ADDS TO
JOYS OF LIVING,
MAY WE SERVE
YOU FOR

lilOSS FEED COMPANY

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in

EACH TUESDA

eat Kentucky

AT 2:1.0 O'CLOCK

NOTICE

While it lasts

Soap Powder, White Syrup, Salad Dressing

Paying for Eggs in cash, 45c

Paying for choice C. Hams, 75c

We have a few more bags of Cement

. 9.06- 13.50

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN

Telephone 130

Rudolph Thurman, Owner

5.
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"A letter from home" to those here
and far
away — from friends in Calloway Coun
ty — A
place of good neighbors and progress
ive citizens

SECTION TWO — FOUR PAGES
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1946

Annual Report of Tobacco Outlook

Health Office Says
Proper Care Needed
To Combat Disea,

Next night--Itub ointment third
time, no bath, same underwear.
Second morning— Bathe thoroughly; do not apply ointment;

Many 4-H Members
Go to University •

_

Army Air Force Seeks Contact With
Two An
d One-Half Million Veterans

The annual Outlook report of
the is just about three
times present! be satisfactory for Kent
University of Kentucky enrollKentucky Agricultural Experime
ucky growpowder the body with borated talnt! annual rates of consu
mption. A ers.
ment includes 1,327 members of
Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway
Station says that the outlo
,
cum all over. Put on fresh unok for ratio of 1 to 3
The. Army Air Forces is reis generally conof America.
4-H clubs, or approximately
county health 'officer, has anburley tobacco for 1947 is
,
Fire-cured Tobacco
a questing that two and one
derweac. Have .suit and blankets
temp- sidered to be about
half, Cards Used
norma
•
fifth
nounc
ered by production durin
l. To
of the total number of stu- milli
ed
that there
are
The production
cases
g the past maintain this
dry
clean
on former members of the ored. Boil sheets and other
of Kentucky
rarro, however, prodentsregistered.
where proper treatment is
three years which totals
Two and one half mllion veterIns
' agriculture ganization fill out
types of fire-cured tobacco
not clothing. Keep child out of schoo
384 mil- duction in 1947
their names and ans
in given diseases-i
l and home- econem
would need to be
lion pounds more than
of the Army Air -Forces Mive
n
Call
leekoway
1946
county. three days.
there - are present addresses - on one
- lit - well-above that of recent
was used reduced by 20
of
' the bten requested
per cent from the wart
379 4-H members; arts and scien
during the same period.
to send in their
ime years, but is about in Dr. Outland cautions everyone in
postc
ards
ce,
Excess 1944 levels.
being
distr
Atten
ibute
tion( There may be others 463; engin
d here names and
the cougty to immediately notif
production of 128 million
eering, 244: commerce. for that purpose.
present addresses to
line with estimated disappeara
y
pounds
in
The
the home ,who need this treat- 155; educa
cards will Air Force
nce the health depar
per year cannot be
tion, 56. and law, 30. In be used to obtai
s Headquarters in order
tment when these
during the past 12 months.
added to Cigarette Use Higher'
n the latest ad- that
ment.
The re- diseases are
an adverse effect' upon
agriculture and home econo
they may be placed on' a mailpresent.
sumption of international
dress
es
prices. The , Burley tobacco finds
of
mics,
form
er AAF personnel' ing
trade
its
To
chief
be
Boug
ht in a Drug Store: where 772 students are
stocks on hand for long
list for dissemination of ma.
The following information, furnhas permitted the renewal of
enroll- to facilitate contacting those Scwithout uses in cigarettes, chewing
exFour ounces of Official Sulphur ed, 49 per scent
and ports
terial of interest to them. Gener
prices received for burle
cording to General Carl
are 4-H'et±
which were stopped during ished by the Calloway
al
.y tobacco smoking tobacoo. Activ
count
y
,
A.
Spaat
z.
Ointment.
e business
Carl A. Spaatz,' Commander. aria
weakened during the
AAF Commander. Cards
the war . . . Until foreign stock health office, is promulgated in
marketing and high national inco
may be flounced this
s
me favors are
season last year and few
week.
_
Scarl
Card
the
et
s may be
Fewer—The' first sympinterest of better health:
obtained here at Post Office,
built up':and production is- reTo Destroy Lice And Nits
strength- the use of these products,
drug obtained here at
particu- store
ening factors appear in
the following
stores, banks and hotel
d in other countries thisMoisten the head of hair
PecliculOsis -The bites of these toms of Scarlet Fever appear 2
prospect larly cigarettes. During
s.
The
4ethorplace
the first mand
s:
Post
during the next 12 mont
Offic
to 7 days after exposure. The
e, hotels, drug
Civil Air Patrol, an auxil
for fire-cured tobacco fiir insects on tie scalp may
hs unless 8 months of 1946 the
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iary of stores and banks
,
•
cause ease usual
scalp
use ot cigaproduction in 1947 is
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the Army Air Forces,
ly ,begins suddenly with is sore or sensitive,
export is expected to be stron \itching. Sores may result
reduced rettes, military and civilf
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tequal
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,
and
parts
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sharply from the levels
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of 1944. pears to have been slightly
and oil.
these cards
neck throat. followed
high- 10 perce
1945, and 1946.
with the aid of the Boy
The Army Air Forces is makby the rash, which
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er than in 1945. The use of chew
Tie
Scout
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s
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up tightly- in a
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ing postcards available throu
The disappearance or
years but during the
d
towel
ghand
Scabie.—A
use of ing and smoking tobacco, however,
allow
it to remain over
contagious, itching or third day.
out the nation to obtai
burley tobacco during
months of 1946 for which data
A doctor should be night.
n the
the past was off about 25 per cent. The
This treatment Must be
are.skin eruption oceuring on the calle
d at once if this disease is
names and present- addresses
three years averaged appro
available, exports were
repeated three nights in succe
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nearly body and hands and feet, whic suspe
ximate- net result suggests slightly smallsh
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some two, and one-half million
ly 50 percent larger than
one-fourth' less than in 1945.
sion, alternating with a head
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;
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small
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years immediately before
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Polio
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This
myeli
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action was
may be due to the son to another.
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treatment
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nt activities
fact, the total supply
of
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Domestic use of snuff Increased
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of the neck. brush dipped
on October ever, is in a danger zone, so far as
over
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in hot vinegar, for had one new member,
e body, except face and Paralysis
Forces would be sent to them
1, estimated at 1.462,
follows a few hours to sever
Bobby Hop.
000 pounds, supply and consumption relation- somewhat during the war but in scalp. Speci
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days,
to be sure that the per, to join that night
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.
folships are concerned, which
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Attention Veterans
Your,future is in the
sky. 'Learn to fly at
Gov't. -expense., _.DrjAV

COSTS MORE ... WORTH MORE
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training. Prepare -for a
cateer in.ayiation.
Details at Marian Field

'sing
, 75c

011/C17letiliNIAVEL
• -HAZEL -HIGHWAY (95) •

VERNON F CURD •
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Recreation Group
FbAars Bruce Tom

Ex-Service Men's 1
News

TUB/1611TO XV THE C0LL014"AV PC1111611ING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledge: The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. Pet. 20. 1928 and The West Kentuckian, Jan 17, 1042.
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Veterans''Corner
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of...1.-ne b;.;rd if 01 ci..r ti i ..111• re
. .... ' • The beet teferel - mete and women
•
make him,.•If .-er unr, Ain.d Ila:7,4.1..t. 'E.,(,al.ar
• Tt:',.. Committee Mr Kee:tut...11y olefin plan Petty . pontics. Ther
a
public aleetis rhakes-,kictury l,•r
•
the schra,1 p.,.1,11,•1 a n.5 rtiaihifie a car. only cont-lbuti! - eroc:ourage- eteret have'I'
.;. •
But( in epee .of poverty and . •
. molt .• .1
.--r.
. pus11,),
'substantial,
All the e eat" so much the fault - - The people of each community politics- in our echoels.
progress is being Made -111 Ireluca-1
ef the so-heel politicians as t'he .re tn.."' eneet . the, best men • and
Yes. Education ig one
tion.
.Vat I laple 14 bOillAt '44
., ••
d*_. U1 fik__iniiike.

WILLIAMS.
wrt.i..rams,

NATIONAL EDITORIAL_
OCIATIOW
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.„24AN" SS
i
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Nlurray s Airport On The Way

story concerning

we

•

Farmer-Tests Show
Hybrid Corn Value

Letter To Editor

Army Says Men
Can Pick Units

4F-

Clure

A

Est

in.
in

From A Reader

1
ii
It

Welcome Belk-Settle

0

°yen.

l

r,

PUBLIC AUCTION
SALE

..•

IT

•

1 THANKSGIVING—

To Be Held At
MRS. W. H. JETTON'S FARM
One mile southeast of Penny

IN A' LAND OF PLENTY

THURSDAY, DEC. 5th.

at But A

-rt.varAltY

1.

.,

,.

We are thankful too that so many families can
once more sit around the table
on this day

i ear, Section'
and G
horse Plow, Coo'_
It oot Harrow.
Laundry Stove, two Hea` 'era, and many other
.
household items and small tools

DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER
•

AUCTIONEER-.

g).".ma.ame.m

For this we are truly-thankful!

fri.Main or Shine.
T h• is sale consists of the following ...
I 150 13ales of good Red Top and Jap Hay.
Set of farm tools in good condition, such as
Disc Cultivator. Disc Harrow, Mowing
Hay Rake
Mule, one fat Mare in
mouth
smooth
Eat

.-

•:•

Peoples Savings Bank
Member I 1 )1(

- -.....--.-.......,
iL

a

•
4

if
•

lonsmon.......

••••••V.W.
,
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1

Amor

[Dr. J. M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian
— OFFICE —
East

Main St., Phone

560-J

— RESIDENCE —
203 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

BOONE'S

Telephony 64
We Deliver

•

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

a
bat
lie
Ilr-

On Cash and Carry on both.'
both Laundry and Cleaniug

•

31C-

PLUMBING

my
my

SUPERIOR

SUPPLI.ES

it
gist a
All
wee
vith
our
that
gerLave
disom-

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS

•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

•
Phone 44

•
A. B. Beale & Son
Est. 1897

Tech 20. Then two plays
later ell, McClain, Ellison, Ward, McManson fired another pass to
I M-Sgt. E. S. JONES AND MRS.
the Daniel, Tbylor, Nield, Dubia, and
same receiver who made a brilli
JONES VISIT RELATIVES HERS
ant White.
Teneessee Tech—Pickercatch
close to the goal line and ing, Whitfi
Groceries
eld, Reed, Massa, Fergwent over with an Eagle hangi
Master Sergeant and Mrs. E.•9.
ng uson, Mosier, Higers, Jarrell, JohnMrs. Sara smotherman
Fresh Fruits
on. This time Bill Pink split
Jones were, through Murray for a
the son, Massa, Meredith, Morris, Echuprights to give Murray -a
Pleasant Grove will be hostess short visit Monday'..
Vegetables
13-1 ols, Owens.
They were
margin.
this Monday evening to an area on their way to Nashville
Hurray
to visit
Tenn. Tech
Meats
Metho
dist Youth Fellowship group Mr. Jones' parents befere he
A short time later in the same 6
First Downs
sails
.
8 of young
period, Bill McClure faded
people.
for Europe in the near future.
Yards gained rushing
- back 103
165
from the 30 yard line on
There was, a family reunion at
Mrs. Junes is the daughter of
Yards gained passing
fourth 77
68
1214 West Main
down and shot a diagonal
8
the home of Mr. Jim Trease Sun- Mrs. Mabel Pullen. She still sail
Passes attempted
pass
to
19
Phone 375
Braboy • who made anether
Passes completed
great 4
5 day in honer of relatives from De- this pring to join her husband in
catch on the 12 and went
Europe.
Own passes intercepted
the re- 2
1 troit.
maining distance for
Ellis .Mayes and Holmer Dunn
Punt average
Jones has completed 16 years
Murray's 32.5
34.2
final touchdown. Bill Fink
Kick-off average
again 48
54 of this vicinity were part of the service with the Army and pldnst
converted from placement and
Punt returns
the 22
31 Hazel group of ball players who tentatively to return to Murray
Breds were ahead 20-0.
20'
Murray Fashion
Kick-off returns
121 met the Morehouse, Mo. team Sat- upon his discharge in 1950.
3
The Eagles suddenly came
Fumbles
2 urday night.
to
Shoppe
3
life late in the third stanza
Own fumbles recovered
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis and
Labor in Menifee county has
1
when
36
Wardie Harvey, Tech
Yards lost rushing
70 daughters, Mary and Jo, and Mr. been so scarce that it was diffrcult
halfback,
Ladies
20
took a Murray kickoff on his
Penalt
and
'Mrs. Ben Hill were Sunday to handle, the bumpe
ies (-yards lost)
35
own
r sorghum
7-yard line and sprinted 93
dinner guests of Me! and Mrs. crop in the county.
yards
Ready to Wear
up the east sidelines for a
Alsie Cooper.
touchdown.
Harvey's attempted conMr. and Mrs. Ivan Guthrie and
518 West Main Street
Goebel Cooper who has rheumatic
A fighting, hard charging Mur- versio
n was blocked by Manson.
grandson, Herman Guthrie, were fever,
ray forward wall thwarted a desand Kay Trease.
Two big frosts and sonic cold
Sunday visnors with Mrs. Guth•
Tech opened up with an all out
perate scoring bid by the TenMr. and Mrs. T. W. Erwin re1.
days caused a few hogs to be
rie's sister, Mrs. Pearl Jones of turne
attack in the butchered.
nessee Tech Golden Eagles in the air and ground
d home Saturday from•Mern-._
Phope 307-W
Lynn Grove.
waning moments of the grid game fourth quarter but the drive stallphis after sevtral days isit with
Mrs. Ray Thurman and datighter
ed
on
Bro.
the
Childers of Hazel were last Mr. and Mrs.
Murray 16. After a
o
t I played at Paducah* Kelle
Frank Bradley.
spent a few days with Mrs.
r Field
Lois Friday visiting sick persons in
yesterday afternoon, November .22, couple of line playa, Ralph Mc- Thurman
Mrs. Haldie Ellis and Jackie and
last
week.
Clain, running from the halfb
this community.
and enabled the Thoroughbreds
Among whom Elizabeth yisiwd relati
ack
-Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alexanto
ves in this
was the little son of Mr. and Mrs. vicini
cling to their lead and defeat the position, was trapped in his own der were
ty last week.
Sunda
y
dinner guests
end
•
zone
and
passed
Tennesseans by the score of 20wildly into of Mr. and
Mrs. Zelna Farris and,
the arms. of Roy Ferguson,
13. The game, sponsored by
Tech Dot.
the halfback,
who took the heave on oar.
Sun-Democrat Charities, attracted
and Mrs. qro King and chilthe 10 and dashed across the
2.000 persons on an ideal .footb
goal dren spent the week
all line. John
-end with
Hall kicked the extra Mr.
afternoon.
I
ADEQUATE
and Mrs. Almous Steele and
point and the Eagles traile
d by
• The contest was strictly a battle
EQUIPMENT FOR A
only 13-20.
of the lines as two great forward
Mr. and Mrs. Almous Steele killMORE COMPLETE
Prescriptions
Eagles Make Drive
ed two nice hugs Saturday. Helpwalls fought each other for sixty
SERVICE
But the Eagles still were not ing
and dinner guests- were Mr.
minutes.
Neither team was ef- throu
gh. With very few minutes and
fective on the ground as linem
Mrs.
Dave Harmon and son,
en left to play they drove
, down the Mr. and Mrs. Hardin
from
both
elevens swarmed field and
Giles and
a
first
down
on
childr
the
en. Geo. Linville, Mrs. Cecil
through time and again to drop
Murray 9. At this spot the
Mur- Fitts, Mrs. Odell King and chilthe ball carrier for a loss.
ray forwards stiffened and
four dren and Mr. and Mra. Earl Steele.
The Thoroughbreds took to the
Don't expect to see signs of ter:
plays later the Breds took over
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs and
on
air on three occasions to score
„mites. They work hidden in the
the 27, after Wid Ellison
sliced son and Mrs. May Grubbs shopped
their touchdowns while the Golden
Wood until weakened timbers
through to drop Harvey for
a 16 in Muay Fiday afternoon.
tell you serious damage has been
Eagles scored on a long kickoff
yard loss.
The game ended a
done.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop and
Call today -for a free
return and an 'intercepted pass.
few moments later after Murra
TERMINIX inspection. There is
y daughters visited Mr. and Mrs.
Murray tallied first in the open•
5ER.V10E 5INCE.1886
had run four slow line plays.
no obligation.
Dave Harmon and son Sunday.
ing period after Kenny Evitt,
who
The entire line, led by Elliso
Mr: and Mrs. J. W. Salmon and
n,
played a brilliant game at guard
CZONALDAMCHURCHILL, OWNER
Max Carlisle. Tom Nield, Powel
MURRAY LUMBER.CO. all afternoon,
l Butch visited Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
broke through to Puckett,
Ken Evite and Bill Mid- Linville and grandson
Pinone 262
block Clifford Massa's punt, and
Saturday
dleton
played sensational defens- night and Sunday.
Authorized "-Representative of
Jack Wyatt grabbed it and ramOhio
ive ball throughout the game.
Terminix Corp.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
'Buford Barton
The
med his way down to the Tech
21 Murray backs
were unable to were Sunday dinner guests and
As Advertlud In "The Posr
before
he was finally
hauled chalk up any substa
Mr.
and
,Mrs. Amos Pace and Mi.
ntial gains
down. Tommy Walker and Rollo
due to the hard-charging
Eagle and Mrs. Sid Darnell Qf Benton
Gilbert carried it to the 14
and forwards.
were Sunday afternoon guests.
then the payoff came on the modiThe game was very rough
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and
and
fied Statue of Liberty play
with hard played and severa
l players son called on Mr. and Mrs. MunWalker passing to Billy (oe Saunon each side were injured.
Vito cie Steely and Mrs. Eunict Cooper
ders in the end zone for he
touch. Brucchieri
received a
painful Sunday night.
. down. Bill Fink missed the
try facial injury and will proba
News is scarce "Ms week: hope
bly be
Winter or Summer , for extra point and Murray led
out for the remainder of
the sea- for more next week, and- wishing
6-0 at the quarter.
son.
all a Happy Thanksgiving.
Second Quarter ScorelessMurray II
Pos,
Tech
The second quarter was score13
Braboy
LE
WINDOW REGULATORS
Huffman
less with the Thoroughbreds
play- prucchieri
LT
Day
ing conservative football and
is the
try- Puckett
LG
Gentry
ing to protect their short
WINDOW and DOOR CHANNE
lead.
LS
Carlisle
Tigue
Hal
Manso
n
fired a 16-yard spot Evi tt
BEST DESSERT
RC Cunningham
pass to Jesse Braboy early
INSIDE DOOR HANDLES
in the Hackney
RT
•
Billingsley
third period that carried
to the Wyatt
RE
Thaxt
en
and LOCKS
Take Home a
McClure
Q13
Redmond
Walke
r
L
H
Package of
Harvey
Dill
RH
Zegarske • Experienced Drivers
Gilbert
FB
•Billings 111 Safe
Delicious
Cars
Substitutions:
Murray— Fink,
Manson. Middleton, Humphries,
McKenzie, Saureicia:. Wales. Sow- • Prompt Service

Hatchett's Grocery

BREDS WIN OVER
TECH FOR THIRD
VICTORY IN ROW

A

Specialty

WE DELIVER

Murray, Ky.

RECAPPLNG and
VULCANIZING

Hughes Paint and

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

Wallpaper Co.
South Side
Square

HALE SERVICE
STATION

Call 383

it 'Ushuaia

TAXI SERVICE

JEWELRY STORE

•

TRAVEL

DETROIT

TO

I. •Ice
Cream
•

Make Reservations Ear
ly At

Phone 456

•••• 411•0•••••••••••
•••••

ROY HURT
Valley Land Agency
Phone 395-W

••••04

STORE

-4

--FRAZEE MELUGIN &-z-. HOLTON
INSURANCE ,I*G
ENTS

Automobile
Telephone 331

FIRI:
IC/1k'

Murray,

-

Casualty

Gatlin Building
Kentucky

"It Does Make a Difference W no Writes Your
Insurance"

he Ledge & Times
"Kentucky Leading

Munday Equipment &
Auto Parts
W. B. DAVIS

kly

Newspaper
"

... the touch of a vanished
hand .. the sound of a
voice that is stint"

in AcI,o.

4105/r/

4.. . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . I_

4••••

138
TAXI

RAY MliNDAY

All watches repaired her*
*are
tested on the

MURRAY, KY.

p,e

The Old Reliable

es

MAKE IT YOUR CUSTOM TO VISIT OUR
WHEN IN TOWN

esee
05

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

rtMAKE A DATE TO FIX ALL
YOUR WINDOW GLASS
BEFORE COLD
WEATHER

— SEE —

DRAPER & DARWIN STORES
EAST MAIN STREET

0 Courteous Treatment

Good Bargains in the City
and in the Country

•
Del-Rose Ice Cream
Company

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

1

4P.

REAL ESTATE

Vanilla
Chocolate
Or
Pineapple
Stra w berry
Black Walnut
Banana

.ONLY SEATING
CAPACITY SOLD

•••• .4•04•IMNEM1.
. 4 OM.

TEST YOUR
WATCR:FREO

DEL-ROSE

BROOKS BUS LINE

Murray, Ky.

[

COME IN AND LET ilE1

I3Y

•

Car Glass
Installed!

ICE CREAM

Opitometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY

DAMAGE

PHONE -7-- MURRAY, KY.

•

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.

Li

S. Pleasant Grove I

Murray Conquers
Eagles by 20-13
At Paducah, Ky.

STOP_ T

1 ta
ll:11'
an
dises It
s to
Adi•ioff
Lilted
Elko the
ni of
dl'.-other
e for

L

THIS DIRECTORY is published for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.
THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

We'd Like To Be „
YOUR GROCERMAN

Murray-Route V

10 to 20%

Save
of
an

•

•

*.•
It-tells us iminediatelf
what is/wrong when you
bring; your.watch in. It
proves to you that it's right,
when you take It out.'
Furches Jewelry
Store

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

Murray Auto Parts

W. F. Miller
B. L.
Telephone 16

pARKER

Ray

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

Thousands of wives, mothers and children of WooemTn
will experience the joy of a "touch of a vanished hand
... the sound of a voice that is still."
Through Woodmen Memory Income Certificates.
arranged by their departed husbands/ sons or fathers.
their loved ones will receive 15 annual $100 payments
at Christmas or some other special anniversary. With
each payment will come a message expressing the love
and best wishes of the departed Woodman.
This is one of 18 standard typts of legal reserve life
ineurance certificates the Woodmen Society provides
members to build financial security and.wrotect their
loved ones. Meanwhile, Woodmen also share in the
benefits derived from Woodcrafts' fraternal and socia
l
activi

ATTENTION

Dodge "7_.Plymouth
OWners

ties.

▪

The sooner you start, the more you'll benefit front '
oodmen insurance protection and fsaternal
activities. See your local Woodmen representa
tive ... let him give you full information.

LET US

W

WOODMEN TVE WORLD
Life

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
OUR

HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•

Dbn
'
t Forget Your ANTI-FREEZ
E
•

Insurance Society

ASSETS EXCEED 3l5'6,000,000

•
T. C. Collie."District epresentative, Murra
y, Ky
Arthur Hargis, Pettertown,
. Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove. Ky.
W. C. Falwell, Brandon,'Ky.
L. R. Seeders. Kirk-sey, KY.
W. r. Robinson, Dexter, Ky.
Oscar Turnbow, Hazel, Ky.
Glin Jeffrey, College Staten,
H. E. Wilson, Newburg, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Guy Boggess, Hardin, Ky,

COPY R\413E13:

L

ME HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT- OR IT CANT RE tiAp

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES-artd SERVICE

"Let's Lime Every Acre of. Crop Land in'
Calloway County"

pa .erts 1115S e rl.4

A—.
N

4

oak

•

str
••••..
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KIRKSEY MOThERS CLUB
the Modern World."
are
The Kirksey High School will,
Members who were present
Murray
present a program next Saturday
John Shelton. Barbara Wrye. Betnight. November 30, featuring the
ty Bowden, Sue Cuhoon, Rubella
Kentuckians Quartet with Mr. and
Elkins, Bill Corbin, Jo Ann Smith.
The
well of Pickles, the cost usually being Mrs. Williams, comedians.
.as
county
this
in
Ruth
Farmers
Travis,
Nelle
Lewis,
Mr. Graham was the main speak- Mary
to $2000 per acre.
show will start at 7:30 p.m.
Henry 'Etta Hendon. as in all West Kentucky, will have $15.00
and
OsbOrne,
the
of
session
Rep
first
the
er in
Wilson, field repreWoodrow
a market for a new crop next year.
—Betty Bowden
The program will be sponsored
ye.sr, preceding the Puryear-Trainfirm, by the Mothers Club of the School
This new crop. "Pickles", or corn- sentative for the Hirsch
Undering School game. Johnny
"Cucumbers", will spoke a few minutes on how the
of the
Getting ready for the ball game munly termed
and will be for the benefit
a
wood, coach of the Colts, also
in the eight Kentucky company strived to maintain in school.
grown
be
Murray
the
t
was
night
so.
Friday
Puryear
up
at
moved
made a pep talk. The entire
Tennessee
west of the
He
contact with its growers.
could play Henry Clay of•Lexing- chapel was given over to the Pep main purpose of the Pep citub Counties
stated that 'many growers in Kenmeeting Wednesday, November 20, River.
ton in a charity game at 1...exing- Club.
asses For
Plans for Pickle pcoduction in tucky iii 1946 received as much
ton. and Paris -could play SomerThe team was cheered on the at 12:30.
discusi- as $400.00 per acre from their
The cheerlatders_Betty Yan- this area were'made and
ville. Tenn.., for the championship stage, decorated in blue and gold,
meeting in Mayfield on pickles. The company at all times
a
at
A
ed
Miller,
"Jackie"
Hughes,
Sue
cey.
Big Ten. 'Conference oft
of the
as Mr. Graham humorusly introNovernher. 15. .Ap- is striving to aid its growers in
Tennessee.
and Sue Workman—had charge 0f,4Friday nigbt,
western TenneSs.
duced the first five as "Wall-eyed"
TepresniaTIVeS alLing Aticke . monry from their
30
proximately
-„The
•
Nov. 21.
tht meeting and taught new yells
PARIS. Tenn..
Fuqua. -Lowe Tom" Thompson.
Sees?* First
from every Purchase County were pickles, he said.
Friday.
game
the
for
Grove high school Blue Devils of Grove
Shot"
"Big
Vreomulsion relieves promptly bemuch
iagps151
arld
W. L. Parr, well known agriculThe Blue Devils struck with a "Pee Wee- Lassiter,
A large number of the club will present "...-i
"Paris dropped the Murray Tigers
it goes right to the seat of the
fourth Boyd. and "Moon Fixer- Trevas presented tural leader and promoter from cause
the
in
twice
plan
force
lightning
a
terest
trouble to help loosen and expel
go by bus with the team Friday
from the undefeated list of Kencomplimented
Graham
Mr.
than.
points,
winning
quarter to score
Mayfield, has been employed by germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to them.
night.
tucky high schaols here this afterother activities of the school as
could
team
Murray
the
secretd
the
Hirsch Company, and will to soothe and heal raw, tender, inbefore
Hirsch,
A.
Lewis
vicThe club has received its pens.
noon in a spinning 14-8 upset
bronchial mucous memo. serve as field representative for flamed Tell
touchdown in the 'same well as the ball team.
&
Etros.
its
score
Hirsch
of
treasurer
your druggist to sell you
branes.
tory.
—Jean Thompson
A quartet. Betty Yancey, MapLouisville. advised that his the West Kentucky area.
bottle of Creomulslon with the una
Inc..,
h wasorlginally
The
SherCopeland. "Jackie"
It was Paris' eighth consecutive on
Further announcement on the derstanding you must like the way it
company would erect a large
scheduled for Thanksiziving pa;
quickly allays the cough or you are
victory as compared with two _borough. and Mary Eva Johnson.
pickle plant at some central point program will be made shortly, but , to have your money back.
of
tune
the
to
song
cheer
a•
sang
stated
third
Ole
Hirsch
carry season losses and
those wishing more complete inin the territory. Mr.
Ls- "Dark Town Strutter's Ball."
vsi.
tsh
l311tutrekDIa
thei,
hlruciessr• t hatthetheKe
time
et,a
e in
should contact
that the company would give each formation
stuthe
representing
Pat Clark.
ed
farmer a contract guaranteeing county agent, or get in touch with For Couglis,Chest Colds,Bronchitis
All veterans who are interested him a price for 'all pickles grown Mr. Parr at Mayfield.
dent body. declared he was conLine.
becoming
re-established in on his farm. These pickles when
vinced of the victory and sports- in
During the first half neither of
ON
farming. should - contact the De- delivered to a local receiving staof our team.
the teams could score in a battle manship
Coach _Underwood stressed the partment of Agriculture of Hazel tion would be weighed and paid
between Murray's 176 pound line
playing a fair game, win High School.. With the assistance for immediately. Mr. Hirsch also
and Paris' 175-pound line. Timei value of
He urged sportsmanship of the KentuCky State Board of pointed out that this would belose.
or
kept
each
kicks
and 'again good
School throughout Education, the veteran can enter come a permanent operation for
Training
the
of
team out of trouble.
the Veteran Farmer Training pro- his company.
the year.
•
The third period found each
John S. Gardner, field agent In
The cheer leaders—Betty Yan- gram and draw subsistence while
even
on
team batting each other
Sue Workman. Sue Hughes. he is farnsaise and 'receiving aca- horticulture, University of Kencey'
terms, but the Tigers barely ts- "Jackie" Miller—led the student demic training!"-- -tucky, gave a brief talk on l'Succaped trouble when Furgerson's body in several yells.
Growing". Mr.
A metting . Will be, held in. the ceisful
Pickle
kick ,was almost blocked.
agriculture room of Hazel High Gardner, mentioned *that Pickles
—Ben Hopkins
In the early part of the fourth
The junior high team of 'the School. Monday night, December are a short crop and come at a
scored
Blue I;k-vils
period the
Training School ran over the Fax- 2, 7:00 o'clock. and interested Vet- tiling./ of year so as not'to compete
when sally Cronin, captain of the on Coyotes. November 19, with a erans may receive complete de- for labor ,with other crops grown
Parii team, heaved a three yard score of 481,15
tails of the program. All veterans in the Purchase area. In fact, he
Pickles can fit
pass to Hooper. end, who laterallThe members of the first team who have already ma'de applica- emphasized that
ed the ball -ao Bu —ffunter who are Will Ed. Bailey. Oliver Bar- tion are asked to attend this meet- in nicely with the type of laming
practiced in this area.
raced ov&i. The play was good nett.
Stanford Blalock. Donald ing, and all who plan to enter now being
for 8 yards and came,after a Paris Tucker .and Billy Jackson
and have not made applications Mr. Gardner mentioned that very
needed for an acre
drive doi-r, the field. Cronin
Latricia are asked to bring a copy of their little cash is
cheer .1elders.
The
made a line plunge through the Stokes. Verona Smith ,and Bobby discharge. Since Hazel serves the
center of the .Tiger lihe for the
and
Providence
Hudson. led the pep squad which New Concord
bonus point.
kept the the team out in the lead. school districts, Veterans in these
111 Yard Nan*
The seventh. eighth .and ninth areas are also invited to attend
The Blue_ Devils scored again a
grades were dismissed for the this meeting. This program starts
Mrs. A. L. Banell
,
little later in the game when they
Jan. 1. 1947 and applications may
game,
Mr and Mrs. Roy Gurtsus and
took over .the ball on their own
Hugh Redden is the coach for not be merle again, until Septem- sons have 'moved to their new
30 yard line after kicking off and
ber 1 1947 ;,tto-r that date.
the junior high.'
home.
marched 70 yards down the field.
—Don Dyer
Mrs. Will Sledd remains very ill.
'spearhead
Cronin again was the
E. V. Bazzell of Anchorage, Ky.,
of this &ice as he reeled off .Pat Hardeman. president of the
spent. most cfl last week with
plenty of yardage. but it was Bob- World Affair's Club. spoke on
home folks.
by Collins. Paris back, who raced -United Nations" to the Trainin
Mrs. Dixie Wright is spending a
10 yards to paydirt. Cronin drop- School Worn!! Affairs Club Wednesday. November 20. He showed
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